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ABSTRACT 

DECONVOLUTION OF STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF EXAMINATION 

FAIRNESS 

 

Michael Moore      Advisor: 

University of Guelph, 2021     Daniel Thomas 

 

 The components of students’ perceptions of fairness for written examinations were 

deconvoluted and evaluated through qualitative and quantitative means.  These perceptions are 

important for maintaining and developing student motivation, instructor/institutional reputation, 

and an internal locus of control for students. 

All methods of analysis showed the consistent result that the test’s representativeness of 

the course material was the most important factor in shaping fairness perceptions toward it: 

comments about representativeness comprised 48 % of free-form sentiments about tests (out of 8 

possible categories) and ratings of tests’ representativeness showed the strongest correlation with 

ratings of fairness out of all factors tested (standardized odds ratio: 3.6 for chemistry students). 

The second greatest correlation with fairness ratings was assigned grades (standardized 

odds ratio: 2.9).  After controlling for assigned grades, the correlations between fairness ratings 

and differences in grade expectations were inconsistent and weak.  Little/no additional predictive 

power for fairness perceptions was gleaned by considering factors such as the difference between 

students’ performance estimates before and after writing their midterm nor the difference 

between estimates of test performance compared with actual test performance. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Several recommendations come from this work.  It is essential to communicate course 

priorities clearly.  Communication of prioritization occurs implicitly (through how much time the 

instructor chooses to spend on certain areas) and explicitly (through direct instruction and grade 

weighting).  The messages of both communication methods should be aligned.  If this cannot 

occur, then there should be direct communication acknowledging and justifying this.  Failure to 

achieve this alignment and communication correlated with lower fairness perceptions, feelings of 

test representativeness, and grades, all of which are linked with student motivation. 

If a test question (or several) were found to be flawed, perceptions of fairness can be 

salvaged through the removal of that question from the test.  This removal should be made public 

and with concise justification.  It is imperative that only one revision event occurs: multiple 

revisions (especially those that decrease grades) communicate negligence to students. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Importance of Assessment Fairness 

 One can arrive at the importance of having fair assessment through several pathways.  In 

this section, we will approach the importance of assessment fairness through two lenses: the 

validity of the tests and the perceptions of fairness from students.  While these have considerable 

overlap, the effects can be very different.  A proposed causal mechanism of these factors is 

shown in Figure 1.1.1: while validity is likely to be a large part of the cause of students’ 

perceptions of fairness toward assessments, there are also other factors. 

 

Figure 1.1.1 – Model demonstrating the generation of students’ perceptions of fairness toward 

exams.  Their perceptions are likely formed largely on the internal validity of the exam but are 

also influenced by external factors. 

 There are three categories of fairness: procedural, interactional, and outcome-based 

(Beucrei & Baron, 2001). Each have influences in the interpretation of this work and are 

explained below. 

 Procedural fairness describes the perceptions of fairness regarding the procedures and 

rules that are in place, as well as the consistent and unbiased implementation of these rules.  This 
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includes grading schemes/metrics, attendance policies, opportunities for make-up tests/grades, 

etc.  Typical student concerns with procedural fairness stem from the ideas that rules and grading 

schemes should be consistent across students, without unreasonable exceptions.  This includes 

consistency and fairness of the implementation of grading – grades must be reported promptly 

after tests, grading controversies discussed and dealt with (Rodabaugh, 1996), with reference to 

the student voice (Bies & Shapiro, 1988).  In this work, the most important aspect of procedural 

fairness is that tests align well with course material and explicit expectations from instructors.    

 Interactional fairness describes the relationship and respect between instructors and 

students.  It requires that instructors equally prioritize all students across all interactions: 

selecting students in class, answering questions live and asynchronously, body languages during 

interactions, etc.  It also demands that instructors appropriately respect their students 

(Rodabaugh, 1996).  This extends to “truthfulness, justification, and propriety,” which includes 

the instructor admitting when they don’t know the answer to a question, and clearly 

communicating the justification for existing rules and curricular content (Lewicki et al., 1986).  

 Finally, outcome fairness describes the perception of the outcome of the course (in most 

cases, grades).  This is normally dependent on the relationship between the grades that students 

feel they deserve, and the ones that they are assigned.  This works in both directions: students 

who receive either much worse or better grades than they feel they deserve report lower feelings 

of fairness (Rodabaugh, 1996). 
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 Procedural fairness is often considered to be the most important category of fairness, with 

outcome fairness occurring as a result.  This was observed empirically when students 

consistently rated a “tough” instructor as superior to a “lax” instructor.  The tough instructor was 

very strict and gave lower average grades than the lax instructor, whose grading was inconsistent 

but more generous (Rodabaugh & Kravitz, 1994). 

 The importance of the communication of procedures also impacts students’ perceptions 

of fairness of the procedures.  In a study that included classes with a large variety of grading 

practices (allowing curving grades upward, for students to drop their lowest score and submit 

make-up work, etc.), the particulars of these practices did not affect students’ perceptions of 

procedural justice in their courses.  Instead, these changes affected the perceptions of 

interactional justice (Gordon & Fay, 2010). 

1.1.1. Effect of Fairness Perceptions on Student Attributes and Behaviour 

                A second reason to value students’ perceptions of evaluation fairness is its influence on 

students’ motivation and behaviour.  Perceived fairness, in its various forms, is linked to 

increases in student achievement (Kravitz et. al., 1997) satisfaction with the institution 

(Rodabaugh & Kravitz, 1994), and even decreases in local vandalism (Goldstein et al., 1996).  It 

has been further studied outside of academic settings.  In workplaces, perceptions of fairness 

have been found to increase job satisfaction (Alexander & Ruderman, 1987), commitment to 

jobs/employers (Masterson et al., 2000), prosocial behaviour (Moorman et al., 1998), and to 

mitigate retaliatory behaviour (Skarlicki & Folger, 1997).  Despite the variety of behaviours 

caused by perceptions of fairness (or lack thereof), this section will focus on the dramatic effect 

that perceptions of unfairness have on student attributes and behaviour. 
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 Perceptions of unfairness in the classroom (and related contexts) can decrease student 

motivation and externalize a student’s locus of control.  This has been shown in a variety of 

contexts, but particularly convincingly by Johnson et al.  In this work, one group of students 

were treated rigorously unfairly: the evaluation of their testing was changed post-test 

(distributive unfairness), their objections were ignored (procedural unfairness) and they were 

generally treated without respect or empathy (interactional unfairness).  The more fortunate 

group was treated with all three (Johnson et al., 2010). 

The effects in motivation were observed in two ways.  The first was the impact of unfair 

treatment on students’ drive for improvement, called promotion focus.  This trait is closely tied 

to motivation, and involves the drive for growth and is generally characterized by actions to 

become one’s ideal self.  The students who were treated unfairly had a much weaker promotion 

focus than those in the fair group (p < 0.001, η2 = 0.44) (Johnson et al., 2010). 

Students in the group treated unfairly by experimenters also had a greater tendency to 

break the rules or exhibit malicious compliance.  Two of the students in the unfair group left the 

experiment after being treated unfairly.  Seven others selected the same answer choice for every 

question in the survey after the unfair treatment (including some that were opposite to prior 

questions).  Both of these behaviours demonstrated dramatic decreases in motivation toward the 

completion of the study (Johnson et al., 2010). 
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 Another way that fairness affects student behaviour is by building trust between students 

and instructors.  When interpersonal actions are perceived as fair, people/groups develop 

interdependent1 identities, where the individuals within the group consider the effect of their 

actions on the others’ wellbeing (Lind, 2001).  Conversely, unfairness drives people to more self-

interested states; this can increase individuals’ sensitivity to their own wellbeing and cause them 

to seek to separate themselves from the unfair party (Johnson et al., 2010).  This could affect 

students’ willingness to ask their instructor questions, take feedback to heart, or even extend to 

emotional and/or administrative withdrawal from the class. 

 A final way that fairness can affect student success is through its relationship to feelings 

of self-worth.  When people experience fairness, they evaluate the source of that fairness 

positively (Tyler, 1989).  Through their association with that source of fairness, they produce 

favourable evaluations of their own self-worth.  The opposite occurs when unfairness is 

experienced: a person has their own sense of self-worth threatened (Johnson et al., 2010). 

 The combination of these three factors can have a dramatic impact on students.  

Perceptions of unfairness cause an externalization of the locus of control, distancing from the 

instructor/course/ institution, and a decrease in feelings of self-worth.  As such, perceptions of 

fairness have a tremendous effect on students’ likelihoods to succeed, academically or otherwise. 

 
1 In psychological literature, “interdependence” has no negative connotation: it is typically seen 

as a desirable trait of groups, allowing its members to specialize. 
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1.1.2. Perception and Measurement of Midterm Validity 

 The validity of assessments can be broken down into many types, including internal, 

external, face, construct, and ecological.  For this work, we will focus on internal and face 

validity, while mentioning others only insofar as they relate to these two. 

 Internal validity is the extent that evidence supports a theory.  In the context of 

assessment, internal validity is the extent that a result on the assessment is an accurate reflection 

of a student’s abilities in the topic that was intended to be tested (Brewer & Crano, 2014).  

Internal validity can be measured or approximated in several ways, including comparing the 

results of an experimental assessment against that of a previously validated assessment or by 

consultation with (usually multiple) independent experts.  It can also be measured statistically, 

based on the results of students’ responses to questions (Pyrczak, 1973).   

 Face validity is the extent that a procedure appears effective in accomplishing its stated 

goal (Brewer & Crano, 2014).  In the context of assessment, face validity can be considered from 

a number of perspectives: the instructor, an administrator, and the students.  In this work, we will 

be considering exclusively face validity from the students’ perspective. 

Students’ perceptions of learning at post-secondary institutions are relevant even before 

they arrive.  Through in-depth discussions with 15 focus groups spanning five post-secondary 

institutions, five primary factors were found to be important to students considering what higher 

education pathway to follow.  Of these factors, four are influenced directly or indirectly by 

validity of assessments: student perception of institution, learning environment, quality of 

teachers, and course design (accessibility was the only factor unrelated) (Shah et al., 2013). 
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The validity of assessments can affect students’ perceptions of these assessments.  This 

can indicate a failure to communicate with students about certain aspects of the evaluation 

(hurting its face validity), or even problems with the evaluation itself (low internal validity or 

reliability). 

In a meta-analysis of 46 studies the ratings of “Nature, Quality, and Frequency of 

Feedback from Teacher to Students” correlated the most strongly with students’ overall 

evaluations of courses (r = 0.87) (Feldman, 1988).  Similarly, in ratings of hypothetical 

instructors (with their attributes described), the two greatest factors (out of the nine that had been 

developed over half a decade by Marsh and several collaborators) that contributed to overall 

ratings of teaching were “Amount Learned” and “Exam Fairness” (Ryan & Harrison, 

1995).  Without having a firm grasp on the characteristics of evaluation students consider in their 

fairness ratings, attempts to improve students’ perceptions toward these evaluations can be 

misguided. 
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1.2. Utility of Student Ratings of Instruction (SRIs) 

1.2.1. Biases of SRIs 

There is frequent discussion about the validity of SRIs in literature.  While this is not 

central to this thesis, it is still a leg of support for the importance of this work and therefore it is 

addressed here.  This section will outline potential factors of SRI results that are outside of an 

instructor’s control.  It includes attributes of students and their particular contexts, along with 

mostly unchangeable attributes of the instructors themselves. 

The broad subject area of the course (i.e. science/technology/engineering/math (STEM) 

or non-STEM) was found to have a significant impact on the overall ratings of instructors, the 

courses, and every tested component of these ratings (Li & Benton, 2017).  Courses and 

instructors in non-STEM fields received higher student ratings in the excellence of teacher, 

course, instructors’ displays of personal interest in students, helping students answer their own 

questions, demonstrating the importance of the subject, clearly describing how topics relate, 

providing clear and concise explanations, introducing stimulating ideas, and inspiring students to 

set high goals.  The outperformance of non-STEM courses in these categories persisted when 

controlling for the gender of the instructor, and student motivation and work habits.  These 

results were based on the IDEA Legacy SRI online platform, using SRI data from 2002-2015.  It 

was further screened to include courses that had SRI response rates of over 50 % to remove 

courses with potentially unrepresentative samples, resulting in a total of 25 243 instructors being 

included.  On a 1-5 Likert scale, non-STEM courses received higher overall ratings of teachers 

by 0.19 points (29 % of a standard deviation) than STEM courses and 0.25 more points (43 % of 
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a standard deviation) on overall ratings of the course (Li & Benton, 2017).  These results 

strongly support the claim that the broad field of the subject has an influence over the SRIs. 

While the STEM and non-STEM results are convincing, there has been limited success in 

categorizing these student effects in finer strokes.  There have been several studies that have 

given some evidence that students in different majors or different classes consider the factors of 

teaching in different ways, or to different extents (Babcock, 2010; Chen & Hoshower, 2003).  

However, there are many important details in analyzing this, and most literature tackles small 

parts of the challenge of painting a cohesive overall picture.  A unified view of the effects of 

these external factors would have to consider (at least) the majors of the students in the class, the 

subject area of the class itself (Li & Benton, 2017), whether the class was required/elective, the 

academic year of the course, the ages of the students (Benton et al., 2015), and the overarching 

culture of the university/region (Marsh, 1986).  All of these factors have been independently 

demonstrated to have impact on the results of SRIs, but there has yet to be the necessarily 

herculean study to put all these pieces together. 

Finally, SRIs must be designed with care to yield reliable results.  While many carefully 

constructed SRIs have been demonstrated to have high internal consistency (with typical 

reliability coefficients between 0.80-0.94 (Marsh, 2007)), faculty may be right in criticizing 

poor, home-crafted SRI surveys (Hativa, 2013). 
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1.2.2. Criticisms and Value of SRIs 

There is still value in SRIs, despite the biases of course area, potential interaction effects 

of the student-instructor genders, and student major (relative to the course).  This section will 

discuss common criticisms that have been found to lack credence in literature. 

One common criticism is that SRIs don’t really measure a teacher’s effectiveness – 

instead, they measure some other attribute(s) of the instructor which are less important to 

students’ learning.  While SRI results do have correlations with particular facets of instructors 

(positive self-esteem, enthusiasm) (Feldman, 1976), it seems unlikely that those traits would be 

unrelated to an instructor’s teaching performance (Benton, 2016).  Furthermore, SRI scores have 

been found to correlate to other measures of teaching effectiveness on at least two fronts, 

discussed below. 

Students taught by an instructor who received high SRI scores have been observed to 

have higher performance on external exams.  In the most recent of three meta-analyses 

(considering 46 studies), students’ ratings of achievement and learning had a correlation 

coefficient of 0.46 to their performance on their final exams (Feldman, 1989).  Ratings of 

achievement and learning were collected before students had access to their final exam marks. 

There have been reports about sexism present in SRIs.  In some studies, men received 

higher ratings (Smith et al., 2007).  In others, women received higher ratings, (Sidanius & Crane, 

1989) and often discrepancies are reported to be of little practical significance or no statistical 

significance at typical confidence intervals (S. Basow et al., 2013; S. A. Basow & Silberg, 1987; 

Feldman, 1992, 1993; Miles & House, 2015).  To mitigate some confounding factors, MacNell et 

al. had two instructors (one male, one female) of online courses teach two sections each.  In one 
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of these two sections, the instructor would present themselves as the opposite gender.  Most of 

the instructor-student interaction occurred on discussion boards, with some unidirectional 

feedback from assignments (MacNell et al., 2015). 

This study found that when the instructors presented as female received lower SRIs 

across every category measured (with 3 of the 13 differences being statistically significant 

according to Welch’s t-tests at 95 % confidence intervals) than when they presented as male.  

There were no differences between the SRIs based on the actual genders of the instructors 

(MacNell et al., 2015). 

Those above findings agreed with a study by Boring et al., which analyzed 23 001 SRIs 

for teaching assistants.  In these, it was found that female teaching assistants received 

significantly lower SRI scores than males.  This effect was not accounted for by differences in 

grades that the students received.  In fact, controlling for grades in this dataset would have 

increased the effect size of the gender of the teaching assistants.  As reported in this article, 

however, the effect size was so small that the statistical significance of the effect of teaching 

assistant gender (at a 95 % confidence interval) vanished when the data was separated by subject 

area (Stark et al., 2016). 

 In a large-scale meta-analysis, Feldman reported that when instructors are described and 

have genders associated with them, men have never been rated lower than women (though most 

of these studies have found no difference) (Feldman, 1992).  These findings are in agreement 

with those from Boring et al.  However, one must be cautious about bringing those findings into 

the classroom: the largest-scale meta-analysis on the gender dependency of SRIs for class 

instructors (not tutorial teaching assistants, as with the MacNell work) found no practical 
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dependence.  Across 25 243 instructors, gender of the instructor accounted for no more than 

0.2 % of the variance in SRI results.  While statistically significant (p < 0.001), this effect size 

was miniscule, and was influenced by the types of courses studied: in STEM courses, women 

were found to receive higher SRI, while the opposite was true in non-STEM courses.  The 

difference in SRIs for imagined instructors, compared to real instructors that students would have 

seen or met is consistent with Gordon Allport’s contact theory2 (Allport, 1954).  

Other factors that have been demonstrated to have statistically or practically insignificant 

impacts on SRIs include the time of day of the class (Aleamoni, 1981), age of the student 

(McKeachie, 1997), and timing of the ratings (Frey, 1976). 

A third criticism of SRIs is that the commonly-implemented Likert scales lack validity 

compared to comments, or even interviews.  To measure this correlation, Ory et al. measured the 

correlations between students’ responses to objective (Likert-style) questions, and independent 

judgments of students’ written and group interview comments.  The Pearson product-moment 

correlations between objective questions and interpretations of written responses was 0.94, and 

the correlation between objective questions and interpretations of group interview responses was 

0.84 (Ory et al., 1980). 

A fourth and final criticism for discussion here is that undergraduate students lack the 

expertise (and potentially metacognitive skills) to give meaningful ratings of their instructors.  

While these traits may dilute the utility of their ratings, such is not sufficient to disregard the 

 
2 Contact theory poses that many “isms” (e.g., racism, sexism) are softened or dissolved when 

people across these lines meet and spend time together. 
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ratings.  SRIs have strong correlations with ratings given by students further along their 

educational and metacognitive journey: r = 0.69 for a meta-analysis (Kulik & McKeachie, 1975) 

of 67 multi-section courses from 40 studies (data collected and more rigorously described by 

(Cohen, 1980)), and r = 0.54-0.80 more recently in another meta-analysis (Braskamp & Ory, 

1994). 

Ratings by instructors’ colleagues have had similar correlations with SRIs: r = 0.48-0.69 

across many studies (see (Kulik & McKeachie, 1975) for a thorough summary of these works) 

and 0.55 based on Feldman’s analysis (Feldman, 1989) of Cohen’s (Cohen, 1980) data.  

However, these ratings were not based on classroom visits, and were likely largely based on 

second-hand information from students, knowledge of the instructors SRI scores (Murray, 2005), 

or through inferences based on their other skills (Blackburn & Clark, 1975; Maslow & 

Zimmerman, 1956). When the ratings were based on colleagues’ classroom visits, the ratings 

were relatively unreliable.  Of the 16 facets of teaching rated, colleagues’ ratings had reliability 

coefficients of less than 0.21, and most less than 0.1.  Using the “teacher’s overall effectiveness” 

facet, a single colleague’s rating reliability compared unfavourably against a single student’s 

(0.08 for one colleague, 0.27 for one student).  These findings were based on 54 instructors being 

rated, each by three different colleagues who each visited the classroom and rated twice (Liddell 

& Kruschke, 2018). 

It may be true that visits and ratings from colleagues largely give orthogonal information 

from SRIs.  Indeed, peer ratings and comments are recommended as a form of formative 

feedback.  Ratings from colleagues are not, however, recommended for use in considering tenure 

and promotion, or other, similar outcomes (Centra, 1975). 
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Further, SRIs even correlate well with instructors’ self-ratings.  This correlation has 

medium-strength for overall ratings of effectiveness (the median correlation coefficient was 0.32 

for two combined, large-scale studies) and strong for other dimensions of teaching (median r =  

0.47)(Feldman, 1989; Overall & Marsh, 1980; Perry & Smart, 2007).  

SRIs are very reliable for a number of facets of teaching.  As such, much of the literature 

and proven practices of SRIs was used in the development of this study and analysis of its data.  

 

1.2.3. Relationship Between Grade and SRIs 

The first common criticism is that students reward instructors who give high 

grades.  Many studies have found significant correlations with small effect sizes (correlation 

constants between 0.11-0.20) (Braskamp & Ory, 1994; Centra, 2003; Marsh & Roche, 

2000).  When correlations were found, the direction of causality was often unknown.  Did 

students give higher scores on SRIs because they received higher grades?  Or, was there a mutual 

cause: did students get higher grades because they learned a lot from the class, and therefore give 

higher SRI scores? 

A partial answer came in the form of a natural experiment that occurred at 

Sungkyunkwan University, Korea.  In this situation, a large, random subset of students had their 

SRI responses accidentally deleted.  These SRIs were recollected after the students had been able 

to see their final grades for their courses.  As a result, 812 students submitted their SRIs as usual 

(before knowing their final grades) and a separate group of 4323 students submitted their SRIs a 

second time, after seeing their grades.  Both groups represented large percentages of their 

respective student populations, having response rates of 91.3 % for the pre-grade submissions 
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and 86.5 % for the post-grade submissions.  Neither group showed systematic differences from 

the other for a long list of categories (e.g. expected grade, class size, etc.) after considering the 

effects of multiple testing, except for students’ genders.  While a significantly lower proportion 

of females were in the “grade seen” group (25 % males compared to 19 % females), this effect 

was not anticipated to have a large affect on the overall findings (Baker, 2001). 

The study found that students who had seen their grades before submitting the final 

version of their SRIs reacted to their grades: students’ mean SRI scores increased with their 

increasing course grade.  The crossover point between “grade seen” and “grade unseen” scores 

was in the GPA of 3.5-4.0 bin (maximum GPA was 4.5).  This trend was not seen when 

comparing SRI scores against the students’ expected grades.  Using multiple linear regression, 

the additional variable of “check” (the difference between the students’ grades and their expected 

grades) allowed for the model to account for 1.8 % more of the observed variance in SRI scores 

(Cho et al., 2015). 

The additional 1.8 % of explanatory power was small, but significant at a 99 % 

confidence interval.  It corresponded to a coefficient of 0.096, with a standard error of 0.023.  

The students’ expected grade had a much larger effect: a coefficient of 0.536 and standard error 

of 0.019, corresponding to a five times greater effect size.  While no attempt to determine the 

relative effects of the validity hypothesis with the grading leniency hypothesis was made in the 

paper, the reported numbers imply that a portion of the correlation between received grades and 

SRIs come from a mutual cause: strong teaching (McKeachie, 1997). 
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Further indirect evidence of the validity hypothesis comes from considering the 

demandingness of courses.  Courses that assigned more difficult work (likely causing an increase 

in student learning) have been frequently scored as more effective compared to their more typical 

counterparts (Blazek, 1974).  The relative magnitude of effect between the directions of causality 

remains a source of discussion. 

 

1.2.4. Components of SRI Considerations 

There has been some effort to deconvolute the contributions of factors of students’ global 

assessments.  The use for this deconvolution was reported by (Romine, 1974), with the caution 

that the metric that students say they will (or intend to) use is not necessarily the metric that they 

will actually use.  They went on to categorize 22 different components that had been 

demonstrated to correlate with global ratings in a minimum of four studies.  A total of 18 core 

studies were considered. 

 There were four components that were particularly relevant to this work.  The most 

obvious component was, “Instructor’s Fairness; Impartiality of Evaluation of Students; Quality 

of Examinations.”  This component had an importance ranking3 of 0.45 for both instructors and 

students.  Somewhat unfortunately, the breadth of this component limits our ability to properly 

 
3 “Importance” was determined by taking the rank order importance of the component and 

dividing by the total number of components studied.  For example, a component being ranked 

second in importance out of 12 components would have an importance of 0.17.  The lower the 

number, the greater the component’s importance. 
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interpret its importance among the other components.  For example, the impartiality of 

evaluation of students in our work was (from a grading perspective) perfect – all evaluations 

were multiple choice and judged by automated processes.  As we shall see, that did not indicate 

that students felt the instructor’s fairness, nor the quality of examinations, were fair.  Even 

among the studies cited in Feldman’s summary of the research, importance values ranged from 

0.03 (Blazek, 1974)4 to 0.95 (Romine, 1974) for students, and 0.10 (Brewer and Brewer, 1970) 

to 0.89 (Freilich, 1983) for instructors. 

The importance of this component was dramatically different when judged by its 

correlation strength to global instructor evaluation.  Its ranking dropped slightly from the 10th 

based on student rankings and tied for 7th based on instructor rankings to being tied for 15th (out 

of 22 components).  Again, it is unfortunately difficult to determine how much of the strength (or 

weakness) of this component comes from which part of “Instructor’s Fairness; Impartiality of 

Evaluation of Students; Quality of Examinations” (Feldman, 1988). 

Two other components contributed to what we describe as “representativeness”.  These 

components were described as Feldman by, “Clarity of Course Objectives and Requirements” 

and, “Nature and Value of the Course Material (Including Its Usefulness and Relevance)”.    The 

former component had an importance of 0.63 (ranked 19th) based on students’ ratings and 0.56 

 
4 This result comes from an unpublished doctoral dissertation that has been widely referenced, 

but I was unable to obtain the document to verify this value.  Other similarly low results exist, 

such as r = 0.08 (Odom, 1943). and r = 0.13 (Bridges et al., 1971). 
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(ranked 18th) based on instructors’ ratings; the latter, 0.46 (ranked 11th) and 0.47 (ranked 10th) for 

students and instructors, respectively. 

Correlations to global ratings told a different story.  “Clarity of Course Objectives and 

Requirements”, which students had ranked 19th in importance, had the 7th greatest correlation to 

global ratings of instruction.  Conversely, the component, “Nature and Value of the Course 

Material (Including Its Usefulness and Relevance)” had the 14th greatest correlation to global 

ratings, compared to being ranked 10th in importance (Feldman, 1988). 

 Stated (or intended) metrics of rating instructors do not correlate well with how 

components are considered when developing a global rating of instruction.  Stated metrics may 

be useful in the initial development of models of decision-making processes, but empirical 

weightings of components yield greater predictive power. 

1.3.  Explanation and Interpretation of Statistical Methods 

This section describes the interpretation of the various analyses used in this work.  It assumes 

very little statistics background and is intended to give the reader a working knowledge of these 

methods.  For methods used rarely in this work, a brief explanation of the method and its 

interpretation is included near its use, rather than here. 
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1.3.1. Types of data 

There are four types of data: nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio.  These are summarized 

in Table 1.3.1.1.  These differentiations are important because statistical methods often make 

assumptions about the type of data being used. 

Table 1.3.1.1 – Comparison of different types of data (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). 

Principle Type of data 

Nominal/Categorical Ordinal Interval Ratio 

Identification ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Rank/order  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Quantity   ✔ ✔ 

Reference to 0    ✔ 

Example Person’s name Recipe steps Degrees Celsius Kelvin 

 

In this work, the first three kinds of data were used.  Subjects (e.g. chemistry) and offering year5 

were nominal, selections on Likert scales (e.g. Completely Unfair to Completely Fair) were 

ordinal, and grades were interval.  The ramifications of Likert scale being ordinal is discussed in 

Section 1.3.4. 

  

 
5 Course offering year could generally be considered ordinal or interval, but there was little 

reason to assume changes in the course offerings with respect to time. 
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1.3.2. P-values 

A p-value is the probability that observed data (or more extreme data) could have been 

caused by random deviation from a baseline hypothesis (Wolfe & Schneider, 2017).  For 

example, we may wish to determine if our drinking water contains a different amount of arsenic 

than the city’s report of 0.0017 mg/L (City of Guelph, 2018).  In this case, the 0.0017 mg/L 

would be our baseline hypothesis (“null hypothesis,” in literature).  We may sample our water 

several times throughout the day and seasons (avoiding bias) and find a value of 0.0013 mg/L 

twice, 0.0014 mg/L twice, and 0.0017 mg/L once.   

Given that data, we could run a t-test to see if the data were significantly different.  This 

would tell us the p-value: the probability of finding the concentrations that we did (or one farther 

away from the city’s report).  When done, the test outputs a p-value of 0.019.  This means that 

there is a 1.9 % chance that the observed data (or data even farther away from the initially 

reported 0.0017 mg/L) could have been caused by random noise in our measurement. 

P-values are typically reported in one of two methods: with respect to a previously 

determined critical value (e.g. p < 0.05) or as a standalone value (e.g. p = .019).  The former case 

was common before personal computing devices became ubiquitous and is still often used in 

cases where discrete cut-offs are useful for their simplicity.  In this work, the latter case is used.6  

This is for two reasons: i) This is largely exploratory, not confirmatory work, without any 

precedent for any particular requirement of certainty and ii) it provides more precise information. 

 
6 Except where the p-value is less than 0.001, where it will be reported as p < .001.  I leave the 

quest for 5σ to the physicists. 
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1.3.3. Mann-Whitney Tests 

Mann-Whitney tests are similar in practice to t-tests but used when at least one of the t-

test assumptions are not met.  It tests if the probability that a randomly selected data point from 

one distribution is equally likely to be greater or lesser than that from the second distribution.  A 

low p-value indicates that one of the distributions is likely to be significantly greater or smaller 

than the other.  They are generally reported as U = U statistic, p = p-value.  A high U statistic 

corresponds to a low p-value, for a given sample size and number of tails7.  For more 

information, see (Fay & Proschan, 2010). 

1.3.4. Multiple Ordered Logistic Regression 

In this study, multiple ordinal regression was used instead of the more common multiple 

linear regression.  The treatment of Likert-scale data as continuous/metric data is popular in 

psychological research but is theoretically invalid, and often practically invalid (Liddell & 

Kruschke, 2018).  There is no debate regarding the theoretical inapplicability (e.g. Does 

“moderately disagree” represent precisely twice as much agreement as “strongly disagree?”) and 

is even listed as the first of the Seven Deadly Sins of Statistical Analysis according to (Kuzon et 

al., 1996).  The practical utility of using multiple linear regression (or any other parametric tests) 

depends on the psychological interpretation of the question/answer choices, the sample size, and 

the distribution of data (Knapp, 1990).  These are not necessarily independent factors, and will 

be discussed below. 

 
7 For this work, all tests were two-tailed tests. 
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A continuous interpretation of a Likert scale with fine graduations (e.g. 1-10) is more 

appropriate than a coarser scale (e.g. 1-3).  Use of a sliding bar survey tool or asking respondents 

to rate their opinion on a scale from 1-10 could potentially cause respondents to apply a 

somewhat linear model to their consideration.  Thus, these types of answer choices could yield 

somewhat interval data, although this type of answer selection method is insufficient to ensure 

such an assumption is valid.  In this work, answer choices were shown discretely, with no 

numbers corresponding to them, and on a coarse scale (Figure 1.3.4.1).  This context leans 

strongly against interval interpretation. 

 

Figure 1.3.4.1 – Answer choices for the survey question asking about fairness. 

The shape of the distribution also affects the acceptability (or lack thereof) of fitting 

linear regression models to Likert-scale data.  If the data distribution is strongly skewed, multi-

modal, or have particularly heavy/thin tails, as is often the case with Likert scale data, analysis 

using continuous methods can yield a series of misleading results. In this study, fairness (and 

other data received via Likert-style questions on surveys) tended to be strongly skewed (toward 
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“completely fair”) with very thin tails (on the “completely unfair” option)(See Figure 1.3.4.2 for 

a representative fairness distribution).  This is further reason to avoid an interval interpretation.  

 

Figure 1.3.4.2 – Representative fairness distribution based on results from a Likert-style survey 

question (chemistry, Year 1). 

With sufficient sample size, analyses using t-tests and F-tests is very resilient to 

violations of their respective assumptions.  In this work, sample sizes tend to be relatively high 

(usually over 100).  This offers some solace to the idea of considering the Likert-scale results as 

interval data in that case (Wolfe & Schneider, 2017). 
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The strongest argument for considering Likert-scale results as interval data is its ubiquity 

in literature.  In 2016, 68 articles in the high-ranked journals Journal of Personality and Social 

Psychology, Psychological Science, and the Journal of Experimental Psychology: General used 

Likert scales.  Of those, all 68 used models that are appropriate for interval data; none used 

ordinal models (Liddell & Kruschke, 2018). 

Continuous fitting of simulations of various data distributions have been found to yield 

Type 1 and Type 2 errors, misrepresentation of statistical power, and even inversions of effects 

(i.e. interpreting an independent variable to have the opposite effect of its effect when using an 

appropriate model) (Liddell & Kruschke, 2018).  In this work, almost all of the statistical 

analysis will treat this Likert scale data as ordinal.  We will include some minimal linear 

regression results, not because we feel they are more valid than their ordinal regression 

counterparts, but to allow some comparison to literature work.  In the rare exceptions where it 

will treat the data as if it were interval, comments and justification will be made. 
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1.3.5. Interpreting Odds Ratios 

Throughout this work, effect sizes (an expression of magnitude of the correlation 

between variables) are reported as odds ratios (OR).  An OR describes the change of the odds8 of 

the outcome happening per unit of the independent variable (Osborne, 2017).  ORs and 

regression coefficients are both commonly used in literature. 

Regression coefficients in logistic regression are used very similarly as in linear 

regression.  The difference appears on the left side of Equation 1.3.5.1, which represents the 

natural logarithm of the odds (
𝑃

1−𝑃
) of the outcome occurring. 

ln (
𝑃

1 − 𝑃
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2 +⋯ 

Equation 1.3.5.1 – Ordinal logistic regression equation, where: 

P – the probability of the binary outcome occurring 

βi – the regression coefficient for predictor variable i 

β0 – the intercept – this is the odds of P occurring if all predictor variables have 0 magnitude 

xi – the magnitude of predictor variable i 

  

 
8 Odds range from 0 to ∞ and are colloquially expressed as “x to y”.  For example, “two to one” 

odds on Horse #1 winning a race means that Horse #1 will win the race twice for each one time it 

doesn’t win (odds of 2, probability of 0.67).  “Doubling” the 2:1 odds would be 4:1, or a 

probability of 0.80. 
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One common example is the relationship between age and the prevalence of diabetes.  

Controlling for several other variables, the reported coefficient for the predictive variable, age, 

was 0.0331 with an associated OR of 1.39 (Tabaei & Herman, 1999).  The following works 

through this example to give an intuitive understanding of ORs. 

 A healthy 30-year-old male9 has odds of 0.00484 of having diabetes as shown in 

Equation 1.3.5.2 (roughly 206:1 against).  A 40-year-old (otherwise identical) person has odds of 

0.006745 of having diabetes. 

ln (
𝑃

1 − 𝑃
) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑔𝑒 

ln (
𝑃

1 − 𝑃
) = −6.323 + 0.0331 ∗ 30 

𝑃

1 − 𝑃
= 0.00484 

Equation 1.3.5.2 – Calculation of odds of having diabetes for a typical, 30-year old male. 

 
9 For this example, the following attributes were assumed for the person: a BMI of 21, sex of 

male, and a plasma glucose concentration of 120 just after eating).  These yielded a combined 

intercept of -6.232 from the initially reported intercept of -10.038 (Tabaei & Herman, 1999). 
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An OR is the ratio of these two odds.  In the diabetes work, the authors opted to have decades as 

the unit of age10.  For every decade of age, the odds of a person having diabetes increased by 

1.39. 

𝑂𝑅 =
𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠40−𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟−𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠30−𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟−𝑜𝑙𝑑

=
0.00675

0.00484
= 1.39 

  

ORs and logistic regression coefficients are isomorphic, related by a logarithm as shown 

in Equation 1.3.5.3.  In this work, ORs will be used for their more intuitive interpretation. 

𝑂𝑅 = exp(𝛽) 

Equation 1.3.5.3 – Relationship between ORs and logistic regression coefficients 

When ORs are less than 1, then an increase in the independent variable (education) would predict 

a decrease in the dependent variable. 

The interpretation of ORs for greater than binary outcomes (e.g. whether someone 

considers a midterm to be Completely Unfair, Unfair, Fair, or Completely Fair; 4 potential 

outcomes) is more general.  Using an example from Section 3.11.1, the correlation of assigned 

grades with fairness perceptions had an OR of 1.044.  This means that the odds of finding the 

midterm to be at least one increment fairer (e.g. from Unfair to Fair) was 1.044 times higher for 

each percentage increase of their assigned grade. 

 
10 For all analysis in this work, the incremental units will always be 1, never multiplied by some 

factor (as is often done in medical literature).  For example, an odds ratio for grades corresponds 

to a student receiving 1 % higher on their midterm. 
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1.3.6. Item Response Theory (IRT) 

Item response theory provides a way of evaluating each question of a test.  The one-

parameter logistic (1PL) model gives a description of the difficulty of each question.  The two-

parameter logistic (2PL) model describes the difficulty of each question and adds the 

discrimination index: a value that describes how sharply a question tends to separate students 

who generally did well on the entire test from those who did poorly.  The three-parameter model 

(3PL) includes the difficulty and discrimination indices, and adds the guessing index, which 

describes the probability of a student guessing the correct answer for the question (i.e. a question 

with unconvincing incorrect answer choices will have a greater guessing parameter than a 

question with convincing incorrect answer choices).  The equations for 1-3 parameter logistic 

models (PLMs) are shown in Equation 1.3.6.1-Equation 1.3.6.3 (Furr & Bacharach, 2008). 

 𝑃(𝜃𝑗) =
𝑒
𝑎(𝜃𝑗−𝑏𝑖)

1+𝑒
𝑎(𝜃𝑗−𝑏𝑖)

 

Equation 1.3.6.1 – 1PLM of item response theory.11 

 𝑃(𝜃𝑗) =
𝑒
𝑎𝑖(𝜃𝑗−𝑏𝑖)

1+𝑒
𝑎𝑖(𝜃𝑗−𝑏𝑖)

 

Equation 1.3.6.2 – 2PLM of item response theory.  Note that the discrimination index (a) is now 

free to change between questions. 

 
11 1PL IRT is mathematically identical to the Rasch model.  The interpretation (and motivation) 

of the Rasch model differs from 1PL IRT in that it first looks to confirm or deny the fit of data to 

its logistic model.  If the data did not fit the model, a reason for this would be sought out, and 

that data likely excluded.  The focus of IRT is to adjust parameters to model the data.  In essence, 

the attitude of the Rasch model is to confirm or deny a hypothesis about data; IRT aims to 

describe the data. 
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 𝑃(𝜃𝑗) = 𝑐𝑖 + (1 − 𝑐𝑖)
𝑒
𝑎𝑖(𝜃𝑗−𝑏𝑖)

1+𝑒
𝑎𝑖(𝜃𝑗−𝑏𝑖)

 

Equation 1.3.6.3 – 3 PLM of item response theory 

For all these equations, the variables are defined as follows: 

j – An index referring to a student 

i – An index referring to an item (“question number i”) 

θ – The latent trait ability (roughly, the skill of the student in this context) 

P(θj) – The probability of student j answering a question correctly 

ai – The discrimination parameter for question i 

bi – The difficulty parameter for question i 

ci – The guessing parameter for question i 

Note: sometimes, a factor of 1.7 is included as a scaling factor.  This was to reconcile the 

difference that appeared when the field switched from using a cumulative distribution function to 

a logistic function.  While useful to compare with historical data, this factor is seldom used in 

modern work. 

The latent trait variable represents the student’s unobservable ability in a particular 

field.  This trait is measured in units of standard deviations, centred around a median of 0.  For 

example, a student who scored12 one standard deviation better on a test than the median student 

 
12 Test scores as calculated by IRT differ slightly from raw test scores because IRT considers a 

correct answer on a more difficult question to be more valuable than on a less difficult question.  

However, this differentiation is not important to this work and is therefore not discussed further. 
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in a sample would have a latent trait value of 1.  A student’s latent trait variable is calculated by 

their performance on the entire test. 

IRT analysis yields an item characteristic curve (ICC) for each question and a latent trait 

value for each student.  These curves are shown as the probability of a student answering that 

question correctly compared against the student’s latent trait variable.  Depending on the number 

of parameters included in the IRT model, the item characteristic curve will have different 

numbers of degrees of freedom.   

The difficulty parameter for each question is calculated iteratively through IRT.  While 

it tends to be strongly related to the raw fraction of students who got the question correct, it can 

differ somewhat.  This is because the latent traits of students are also considered.  For example, a 

question that 500/600 students answered correctly would be considered more difficult in IRT if 

the students who answered it incorrectly were otherwise stronger students (i.e. had greater latent 

trait scores).  An example of the effect of different difficulty parameters on item characteristic 

curves is shown in Figure 1.3.6.1. 
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Figure 1.3.6.1 – Effect of difficulty parameters on item characteristic curves for a 1PL IRT 

model.  Blue curve (left) has a difficulty parameter of -0.5, orange curve (right) has a difficulty 

parameter of +1. 

 Difficulty and latent trait are measured in the same units.  For 1PL and 2PL IRT, the 

difficulty parameter corresponds to the point on the ICC where the probability of a student 

answering the question correctly is 0.5 if they have a latent trait of the same value of the 

difficulty parameter.  For example, in Figure 1.3.6.1, a student with a latent trait of -0.5 would 

have a 50 % chance of correctly answering the questions represented by the blue curve. 

 The discrimination index describes how well the question separates students with varying 

latent trait values (i.e. who tended to do well on the exam compared to those who did not).  It is 

defined as the slope of the item characteristic curve at its inflection point.  Examples of how 

different discrimination indices affect item characteristic curves are shown in Figure 1.3.6.2. 
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Figure 1.3.6.2 – Effect of discrimination index on item response curves for a 2PLM.  Orange 

curve (steeper) has a discrimination index of +0.7, blue curve (more gradual slope) has a 

discrimination index of +1.7.  Depending on the application, both discrimination indices could 

be acceptable.  The question corresponding to the shallower curve may be removed in large-

scale, high stakes standardized testing. 

More commonly, very low discrimination indices are indicative of a question being 

misinterpreted, having typos in answer choices, or otherwise being faulty.  In some “trick” 

questions, otherwise high-performing students can be made to overthink problems, resulting in a 

negative discrimination index.  Examples of item characteristic curves for these types of 

questions are shown in Figure 1.3.6.3. 
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Figure 1.3.6.3 – Examples of item characteristic curves for poorly-performing questions with a 

2PL model.  The orange curve (negative slope) has a discrimination index of -0.1; the blue curve 

(positive slope) has a discrimination index of +0.3.  Both questions corresponding to these item 

characteristic curves should be reviewed or removed from the test. 

 A discrimination index (DI) that is close to zero indicates that there was little correlation 

between students’ performances on other aspects of the test compared to their performances on 

that question.  This may not be a problem: if the question being considered tests a completely 

different idea (construct), then one would not expect a strong correlation and that question’s 

results should be removed from the IRT analysis.  Discussion about “how low is too low” for 

discrimination indices is contained in the next section. 
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 DIs are theoretically and empirically useful as a proxy for question quality.  The latent 

trait values that IRT calculates for each student represents their ability in the dimension that they 

are being tested on.  In essence, the latent trait value represents students’ performance on the test.  

The DI is related to the level of precision that each question has in determining students’ latent 

trait ability.  Thus, the combined DIs of all questions on a midterm is related to the level of 

precision of the grades (or latent trait values) assigned, with higher being more precise.  This is 

conceptually similar to reliability measurements, which will be discussed briefly in section 1.3.7. 

 DIs have also been shown to be reasonable proxies for question validity, beyond its 

ability to simply find faulty questions.  Pyrczak published a report where a panel of three experts 

designed 27 questions to vary in quality across nine established test-writing dimensions, 

assigning them scores.  After 364 examinees completed these questions, the expert-assigned 

scores quality scores agreed well with the DI values (Pyrczak, 1973). 

 Guessing parameters represent the probabilities of a student with a very low latent trait13 

answering questions correctly.  On the item characteristic curve, that represents the probability of 

the curve on the far left, extrapolated to its asymptote.  This value depends not only on the 

difficulty of the question, but largely the quality of the distractors (incorrect answer choices).  

Even if a question is otherwise difficult, if the distractors are obviously incorrect, the guessing 

parameter will be much higher than one would predict based on random guessing.  Examples of 

ICCs with varying guessing parameters are shown in Figure 1.3.6.4. 

 
13 This does not necessarily mean zero knowledge of the subject.  Even students who did very 

poorly on the test may be able to eliminate certain answer choices, increasing the guessing 

parameter. 
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Figure 1.3.6.4 – Effect of the guessing parameter on item response curves for a 3PL model.  The 

orange curve (higher) has a guessing parameter of +0.3, the blue curve (lower) has a guessing 

parameter of +0.1. 

Each additional parameter requires an increase in sample size (for numbers of questions 

and students) to likely achieve reliable results.  Estimations/recommendations for these values 

vary in the literature.  A summary of recommendations (largely based on simulated data) is 

shown in Table 1.3.6.1. 
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Table 1.3.6.1 – Summary of recommended sample sizes for a test to be analyzed by item 

response theory of a given complexity. 

Complexity 
Number of 

items 

Recommended 

respondents number 
Reference 

1PLM 

75 250 
(Guyer & Thompson, 2011)(Tendeiro & 

Meijer, 2013) 

50 300 
(Harwell & Janosky, 1991)(Stone, 

1992) 

2PLM 

15 250 (Lim & Drasgow, 1990) 

20 500 (Weiss & Minden, 2012) 

20 750 (Harwell & Janosky, 1991) 

25 200 (Hulin et al., 1982)  

25 250 (Yoes, 1995)  

30 500 (Patsula & Gessaroli, 1995) 

75 300 (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1984) 

3PLM 

20 1000 
(Yen, 1987) (Weiss & Minden, 2012) 

(Alomari & Akour, 2013) 

25 200 (Chuah et al., 2006) 

30 500 (Patsula & Gessaroli, 1995) 

50 300 (Tang et al., 1993) 

40 1000 
(Yen, 1987); (Lord, 1968); (Hulin et al., 

1982) 

50 1000 (Yoes, 1995) 

60 1000 (Ree & Jensen, 1983) 

75 1000 (Baker, 2001) 

80 500 (Nasir, 2014) 
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 Other sample size recommendations came from collected (not simulated) data.  The most 

comprehensive analysis of collected data generally showed lower necessary numbers of students 

for given numbers of questions.  These results are shown in Table 1.3.6.2, and were used as a 

guideline for the course inclusion criteria for this work.  The details of the shape of the 

distribution for students’ answer selections also affect the validity of the application of IRT. 

Table 1.3.6.2 – Summary of recommended sample sizes based on collected data (Alomari & Akour, 

2013). 

Complexity Number of items 

Recommended 

number of students 

1PLM 

10 150 

20 150 

30 150 

2PLM 

10 750 

20 500 

30 250 

3PLM 

10 750 

20 750 

30 350 

 

 This work focused on the quality of the questions (as a measure of fairness) on midterms.  

The most important IRT parameter for this measurement is the DI.  To capture the discrimination 

index and keep the course inclusion criteria as broad as possible, 2PLM was used in this work. 
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1.3.7. Discrimination Indices across Models 

 In this work, we use DIs as calculated by IRT.  This section gives a brief overview of 

alternative methods of calculating discrimination indices and serves a dual purpose: to help the 

reader navigate comparing DIs in literature (which unfortunately all go by the same, or very 

similar names) and to justify our choice to use IRT.  This decision centres on keeping as much 

student-specific and test-specific information as possible through the analyses. 

1.3.7.1. Discrimination Evaluation using Groups 

A classical method of calculating discrimination indices is with the rank biserial 

correlation, expressed in Equation 1.3.7.1.1. 

𝐷𝐼 = 2 ×
𝐻 − 𝐿

𝑁
 

Equation 1.3.7.1.1 – Group (non-IRT) equation for the discrimination index of a question. Often, 

the groups are selected to be quartiles, but this can vary (Glass, 1965). 

With variables defined as: 

H – The number of students who answered the question correctly who were in the top group of 

all test-takers 

L – The number of students who answered the question correctly who were in the bottom group 

of all test-takers 

N – The total number of students in the top and bottom group 

 Using a group DI calculation, the discrimination index can vary from -1 to 1, compared 

to -∞ to +∞ with the IRT method.  The two methods of calculating discrimination indices are 
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fundamentally different.  They do not scale, and even have different boundary conditions.  These 

methods will be most similar when very close to 0, and separate somewhat unpredictably 

otherwise, though typically the IRT method yields higher values.  For example, the first question 

of the chemistry Year 1 midterm (version 1) had a group DI of 0.39 and an IRT DI of 0.52.  The 

second question showed a greater divergence, with a group DI of 0.31 compared to an IRT DI of 

1.45. 

 Between the two stated examples, the trends do not agree: question 1 has a slightly 

greater DI using the group method, while question 2 has much greater DI using the IRT method.  

This is theoretically very feasible.  The group method discards a lot of information: using 

quartiles, it disregards half of the students (only using the top and bottom quartiles) and 

disregards the relative performances of students within the given quartiles.  Given a sufficient 

sample size to run IRT, using IRT’s DIs is a better choice, and is what we will use in this work. 

1.3.7.2. Discrimination Evaluation using Classical Test Theory 

 A more modern approach to evaluating item discrimination comes in the paradigm of 

classical test theory (CTT).  CTT hinges on the axiom that a person’s observed score on a test is 

the sum of their “true score” (a perfect representation of the person’s abilities) and an error score 

(Equation 1.3.7.2.1).  Often CTT is used to evaluate a test as a whole using coefficient (also 

called Cronbach’s) alpha as shown in Equation 1.3.7.2.2. 
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𝑋 = 𝑇 + 𝐸 

Equation 1.3.7.2.1 – Axiom of CTT, with variables defined as: 

X – The score that the student was assigned on the test 

T – The student’s “true score”.  This is the score a student would achieve if the measurement had 

no errors (the average score of a student taking the test an infinite number of times, without 

learning from the experience). 

E – The error, the difference between the student’s true score and their observed score.  It can be 

positive or negative. 

𝛼 = (
𝑘

𝑘 − 1
)(1 −

𝛴𝑠𝑖
2

𝑠𝑥2
) 

Equation 1.3.7.2.2 – Calculation of coefficient alpha using CTT.  The variables are defined as: 

α – Coefficient alpha 

k – The number of items on the test 

𝑠𝑖
2 – The variance of scores on item i 

𝑠𝑥
2 – The variance of the total scores 
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 CTT can also be used to calculate a discrimination index for a question.  This is done in 

several steps (Cureton, 1957): 

1. Separate students based on overall test scores.  The high-performance group includes the 

top 27 % of students, the low-performance group includes the bottom 27 % of students.14 

2. For the individual question, the fraction of students who answered it correctly is 

calculated for the high-performance group (phigh) and low-performance group (plow). 

3. The discrimination index is equal to the phigh - plow. 

 One common criticism of CTT is that it discards student-specific information.  

Specifically, in its calculation of coefficient alpha, it assumes that the error term is constant 

across different students (Furr & Bacharach, 2008).  The magnitude of grade fluctuations for the 

same students tested on different days has no reason to be equivalent: some students may have 

different levels of anxiety or resilience toward tests.  Some students’ performances may also be 

more prone to external factors (e.g. distractions during the test, lack of sleep preceding the test, 

etc.). 

 There are still other discrimination indices present in the literature (for example, the 

Davis Discrimination Index (Davis, 1946)) but they tend to be obscure enough to not merit 

explanation within the report.  Further discrimination indices are not discussed here.  

  

 
14 In literature, this percentage varies from 25-33 %.  For a justification of 27 %, see (Cureton, 

1957). 
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1.3.8. Discrimination Index Cut-Offs 

 While a negative DI in IRT likely indicates a problem with a question, it is unclear 

whether a high discrimination index (1.5) is better than a medium one (0.5).  A question with a 

high DI sharply differentiates students near its difficulty parameter.  The precision of the 

separation is useful but gives very little information about students somewhat far from the 

difficulty parameter.  If a test were populated by questions with very high discrimination indices 

and identical difficulties, the test could yield only two groups.  This is usually less preferable to a 

more continuous distribution.15 

A medium DI gives information about a wider range of students, albeit less precisely.  

Even somewhat low performing students would have a non-zero chance of answering these 

questions correctly (beyond a guessing parameter, if included).  Thus, with a number of 

questions having medium discrimination indices, a test can provide more of a continuum of 

grades.  This is at the expense of precision; students retaking the same test would likely have a 

greater difference in scores than if the test had all highly discriminating questions. 

There is no consensus in the literature of what an appropriately high DI is.  This could be 

due to the range of contexts that DIs are applied.  For example, a university instructor is likely to 

accept lower discrimination indices than someone designing standardized testing.  While there 

has yet to be any research on the topic, it’s also possible that questions requiring higher-order 

thinking skills would cause a decrease in DI due to the greater possibilities of responses. 

 
15 Having diversity in either the difficulty or discrimination index would fix this problem.  

Changing the questions’ difficulties is likely the preferable option. 
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The explicit categorization of DI ranges, while somewhat arbitrary, makes a useful 

starting point.  Tables of recommendations and categorizations of three sources are shown in 

Table 1.3.8.1. 

 

Table 1.3.8.1 – Summary of qualitative DI categorization in literature using IRT, and their 

respective contexts 

Theory (Baker, 2001)   University Course (Nasir, 

2014)  

 Standardized Test (Tendeiro 

& Meijer, 2013)  

Range Category  Range Category  Range Category 

0 None  0.01-0.10 Poor    

0.1-0.34 Very low  0.10-0.29 Fair    

   0.30-0.39 Good    

0.35-

0.64 

Low  > 0.40 Excellent  0.5-1.5 Low 

0.65-

1.34 

Moderate       

1.35-

1.69 

High  
  

   

>1.70 Very high  
  

 1.5-2.5 High 

∞ Perfect  
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 In an application-agnostic context, Baker sets seven bins from 0 to ∞.  For comparison, 

we will focus on the “low” DI bin from 0.35-0.64 and “High” DI bin from 1.35-1.69 (Baker, 

2001).   This contrasts with the categories stated in the context of a multiple-choice exam for 

medical science in a university, which had much lower DI standards16: They considered any DIs 

greater than 0.30 to be good, and greater than 0.40 to be excellent (Nasir, 2014).  The Law 

School Admissions Council gave much broader (yet very stringent) bins: DIs of 0.5-1.5 were 

considered low, while 1.5-2.5 were considered high (Tendeiro & Meijer, 2013). 

 This work compares DIs of entire tests with each other.  None of the midterms had 

questions with DIs consistently in the “high” categories, as described by Baker or the Law 

School Admissions Council (LSAC).  Additionally, the use of categorized ranges in this context 

introduces arbitrary edges, and the precise selection of those ranges could introduce artificial 

conclusions.  As a result, we opted to use the median of the DIs (of all the questions on a test) as 

the primary rating of discrimination quality for the test as a whole. 

  

 
16 These authors used DI guidelines that were originally designed for DI calculation by groups, 

not by IRT.  While this is theoretically questionable, it fit their data well, and fulfilled its 

practical purpose. 
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1.4. Research Questions 

Based on the aforementioned literature, this work aims to answer the following questions: 

1. What factors do students consider when making judgements about midterm exam 

fairness? 

2. What are the relative and total impacts of those factors? 

The predictive factors on perceptions of fairness this work considers are: how 

representative students felt the midterm was of the course material, students’ midterm grades, 

students’ predicted midterm grades immediately before writing the midterm, students’ predicted 

midterm grades immediately after writing the midterm, how prepared students felt for the 

midterm, how challenging students felt the midterm was, and the median discrimination index 

for the questions on the midterm. 
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2. Method 

2.1. Data Sources & Survey Design 

 The eight midterm exams considered were from large enrollment courses (200-2700 

students) in the chemical, biological, social science, and business fields in a medium-sized 

comprehensive university in southern Ontario.  The midterms consisted of exclusively multiple-

choice questions, except for the chemistry courses, which also had a short answer section 

comprising one-third (by marks) of the midterm.  The data collected came from three sets of 

sources: responses to midterm grade estimations, answers to midterm questions, and responses to 

survey questions. 

The first dataset consisted of student estimations of their midterm grades.  Students were 

asked to estimate the grade they would receive on the midterm immediately before writing the 

midterm, then immediately after the midterm (see Figure 2.1.1-Figure 2.1.2).  Students entered 

these predictions on the same Scantron answer sheets that they recorded their midterm answers 

on.  To achieve sufficient resolution, each estimation spanned two sets of answer fields on the 

Scantron sheets.  The middle of each bin was used through analysis (e.g. if a student estimated 

their grade to be 60-64 %, a grade of 62 % was used). 

The second dataset was composed of the answers given by all students who wrote 

midterms (except for students who explicitly opted out of this research).  These responses were 

used to determine the students’ grades and used for the determinations of discrimination indices 

using item response theory.   
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The third source of data was from surveys hosted on Qualtrics.  Students were asked to 

select from four options and their selections were coded from 0-3 with high numbers 

representing more of the adjective (e.g. “completely representative”).  This was to avoid nuanced 

modifiers that may be interpreted differently between students (e.g. “very”, “somewhat”, etc.)  

and was consistent with best practises for collecting student feedback about teaching and 

evaluation (Ory & Ryan, 2001).  These responses were used to generate the dependent variable 

“fair” and the independent variables “prepared”, “representative”, and “challenging”.  The 

survey responses also yielded qualitative data of students justifying their “fair” assignments for 

analysis and comparison to the regression results.  The exact formats and wordings are shown in 

Figure 2.1.3.  Different bin widths were used to improve precision in ranges that students were 

most likely to select. 

These data are drawn from first- and second-year students in these large departments at 

this institution.  There were no external incentives at any point for students to participate in any 

of the surveys.  This research has received approval from the research ethics board, number 

REB#15AU002.  Demographic information including gender, socioeconomic status, etc. was not 

collected for this project. 
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Figure 2.1.1– Explanation and questions eliciting students’ grade estimations at the beginning of 

the midterm. 
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Figure 2.1.2- Explanation and questions eliciting students’ grade estimations at the end of the 

midterm.  In this example, the midterm had 40 content questions (2 answer fields for pre-

midterm grade estimation, 40 answer fields for content questions, 2 answer fields for post-

midterm grade estimation). 
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Figure 2.1.3 – Wording and format of the survey that students responded to.   
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2.2. Briefing and Survey Distribution 

 Students were initially informed about this project and its associated surveys two weeks 

before their midterms via announcements on their learning management system.  In class (about 

one week before their midterms) they also received a brief overview of the study and a very 

detailed explanation of the survey questions they were going to see on their midterms.  This was 

done with the exact instructions that were going to appear on their midterm, and with the same 

format of Scantron sheet they would be filling out, both shown on the document camera.  Precise 

details were included in these demonstrations to have as many students be able to fill in the 

midterm survey properly as possible, which spanned two pairs of questions (and was therefore 

potentially unintuitive).  The presenter also emphasized the opt-out criteria: selecting “C” for the 

two consecutive answer fields in the survey questions (A for one course, at the instructor’s 

request).   

Students received a survey via their course management system.  These surveys were 

distributed two days17 after students received their grades back from the midterm and closed 

three weeks following that.  Students who had not completed the surveys were reminded to do so 

2-3 times via email.   

  

 
17 Except for economics courses, where surveys were distributed after course evaluations at the 

instructors’ requests. 
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2.3. Data Cleaning 

Several data sets were used for different types of analysis through this work.  In all data 

sets, any student who opted out of the study had their data removed from any consideration.  

This was the extent of the data cleaning necessary for use in characterizing the test and its 

questions using item response theory. 

All other analysis was done using complete or nearly-complete data sets, where students 

submitted the follow-up Qualtrics survey.  This was not strictly necessary for certain analyses 

(e.g., showing grade distribution shifts between course offerings), but allowed for more 

reasonable and cohesive analyses when the survey results were taken into account.  In essence, 

using only the mostly complete data sets front-loaded the biasing factors that were inevitable in 

the data cleaning rather than subtly introducing them throughout the work.  The effects of these 

biasing factors are analyzed and discussed in section 2.3.  Data cleaning was done using sorting 

and conditional statements in Microsoft Excel from Office 365. 
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2.4. Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was done using Stata 15, unless otherwise specified.  Ordinal multiple 

regressions were conducted using the ordered logistic model, ologit.  A logit model was selected 

over a probit model for alignment with item response theory (which uses logit models) and 

because it is slightly more popular in the literature. 

IRT analysis was conducted using R’s ltm (latent trait model) library18 which utilizes a 

Marginal Maximum Likelihood approach.  The 2PLM was used to: i) capture the discrimination 

index, which was core to the conclusions of this work, and ii) yield reliable results, given the 

sample sizes used in this work.  Inclusion of the third (guessing) parameter was tested on data 

sets with sufficient sample sizes and found to have insignificant effect on the interpretation of the 

discrimination indices.  Questions that were removed from consideration of students’ grades 

were also removed from IRT analysis. 

 

2.5. References – Methods  

Ory, J. C., & Ryan, K. 2001. How Do Student Ratings Measure Up to a New Validity 

Framework? New Directions for Institutional Research, 109, 27–44.   

 
18 Stata was initially not used because, at the inception of this project (early 2015), it did not have 

the built-in ability to use item response theory.  This functionality was added in late 2015, and 

tests for consistency with a subset of the data were conducted and showed agreement to at least 

two decimal places for difficulty and discrimination indices.  
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Detailed Review of Response Rates 

A summary of the students’ allowance for their data to be used in this work, and the 

response rates from surveys, are shown in Table 3.1.1 

  Approximately 90 % of students allowed the use of their midterm data for this project.  

This is likely due to two factors.  There was a very low barrier to answering our questions: it was 

a Scantron question that students were encouraged to select before their midterm time started.  

Thus, there was no logistical disadvantage to making an estimation of midterm performance 

before the midterm began. 

The second reason we attribute the high participation rate to is the effect of 

apathy/indifference.  In this study, the opt-out option was to fill in the same Scantron option for 

the two consecutive answer fields.  In most of the courses, this amounted to selecting “C” for 

answer fields 1 and 2. Thus, no grade estimate was considered as acceptance for data usage in 

class-wide statistics.  This data was most usefully used for the calculation of discrimination 

indices, where it was important to have a very high response rate to alleviate concerns about both 

sample size and representativeness of the calculated parameters.  

 In Table 3.1.1 , “Readable ID” column excludes student IDs that could not have 

reasonably matched the student’s actual ID, including “unknown” outputs, as well as IDs that 

were likely missing at least one digit.  “Opted in (%)” is the percentage of students who did not 

opt out, compared against all students who wrote the midterm.  “Completed everything” refers to 

students who both opted in and submitted the fairness survey.  The mean in the “Total/mean” 
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row is the mean across courses, with no regard for how many students were in each course (e.g. a 

course with 1000 students would be weighted the same as a course with 200 students).  The 

“weighted mean” column weights the averages to the number of students. 

Throughout this work, the courses will be referred to by their labels in Table 3.1.1.  The 

general format of this label is [subject] [trial][#].  For example, Chem Y1 refers to data that was 

collected in a chemistry course for the first time.  Chem Y2 refers to data collected in the 

identical course, but one year later.  The use of C for the trial indicates that the course was 

different.  For example, Econ C1 and Econ C2 were different courses (but both first in first year). 
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Table 3.1.1 – Summary of response rates through the process of data collection.    Numbers in parentheses include students who 

completed everything but commented about their final exams, rather than their midterms. 

  Wrote 

Midterm 

Readable 

ID 

Opted out 

(first Q) 

Opted out (only 

on last Q) 

Opted in 

(%) 

Completed 

everything 

Completed 

everything (%) 

Chem Y1 1693 1693 119 12 92.3 589 34.8 

Chem Y2 1670 1660 179 19 88.1 603 36.1 

Biol Y1 540 530 0 0 100.0 145 26.9 

Biol Y2 562 557 2 0 99.6 203 36.1 

Econ C1 1274 1242 138 32 86.7 339 (363) 26.6 

Econ C2 955 938 120 17 85.7 251 (263) 26.3 

Psyc C1 585 577 40 3 92.6 196 33.5 

Psyc C2 MT1 252 250 27 3 88.1 121 48.0 

Psyc C2 MT2 238 236 20 5 89.5 100 42.0 

Total/mean 7769 7683 644 91 91.4 2581 34.5 

Weighted mean  90.5   32.8 
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 The largest courses were in chemistry (~1700 students writing the midterm in each), then 

economics (~1000 students).  First-year psychology and biology had similar numbers of 

students, between 500-600 students in each course.  The second-year psychology course had the 

fewest students writing midterms (~250 for each midterm).  The two midterms for second-year 

psychology were usually pooled for analysis throughout this work, making its total number of 

usable data approximately equivalent to that of biology and first-year psychology. 

 The percentage of students who opted out ranged from 0-14.3 %.  The opt-out 

percentages in biology courses showed atypically low opt-out percentages, averaging 0.2 %.  The 

next lowest opt-out percentage for a course was 7.4 %, from the first-year psychology course.  

This difference could have been because of variation in how the study was explained to students 

at the time of the midterm.  While students were given standardized information in writing across 

courses (posted to their learning management system in advance, written instructions on their 

midterms) the effect of the verbal instructions is likely the greatest.  Based on the data, it appears 

that students in the Biol courses likely had instructions that did not adequately explain the opt-

out procedure. 

 An alternative to the above conclusion could be that students in the biology classes were 

more interested in participating in this study, for whatever reason.  Perhaps, being in a biology 

class, they value human test subjects.  We offer theoretical and empirical objections to this 

alternative.  First, there were far lower opt-out percentages in biology courses than in psychology 

courses, where students are even more likely to value studies involving human test subjects.  

Second, students in biology courses were consistently the least likely to give estimates of 

midterm performance (see Table 3.1.2). 
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These factors illustrate that students in the biology classes were less likely to actively 

participate in the study. This could have been caused by a terse pre-midterm briefing, which 

would have focused students less on the study.  Alternatively, it could have been caused by an 

unexpected logistical hurdle, such as students not having the planned, designated time to fill out 

their performance estimates before their midterm time began.  At this point, it is difficult to 

distinguish between these two factors. 

Between 0-2.5 % of students opted out exclusively in the answer fields for the post-

midterm grade estimation.  A possible reason for opting out of the study only at the end (often 

after giving an estimate initially) is that the student performed worse than they had expected, and 

no longer wished to contribute to a study that their midterm was involved in.  This could have 

been because the midterm was not what the students had expected, or there were other logistical 

issues that caused the student to consider the midterm misrepresentative of their mark.  With 

only 1.1 % of total students following this path, it does not serve a strong practical purpose to 

pursue it. 

Students who completed the follow-up survey and did not opt-out on the midterm were 

said to have “completed everything”.  A weighted mean of 32.8 % of students fit this category. 

Students in the second-year psychology course had the greatest study completion rate.  

The high response rates from the second-year psychology courses were not particularly 

surprising – there is a culture of responding to surveys in psychology, with some courses giving 

grades for participating in research studies conducted through the Psychology Department 

(Department of Psychology, 2019).  This study was not run through the Psychology Department 

and thereby did not yield any credit to the students taking it, but we expect the habit of taking 
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part in these types of activities carried over.  The students in first-year psychology completed this 

study at a rate about typical compared with the other courses.  This discrepancy with the students 

in the second-year psychology course was likely caused by the high number of students outside 

of the psychology department that take first-year psychology as an elective.  

The low end of the “completed everything” distribution were the first-year economics 

courses.  These atypically low response rates were likely caused by the timing of the follow-up 

surveys.  After negotiation with instructors, the follow-up surveys were distributed after the 

window for instructor evaluations closed.  This meant that the surveys were received by students 

about a month after they had received their midterms back, rather than the typical few days.   

The opt-in/out responses can be further deconvoluted.  Table 3.1.2 shows the number of 

students who opted in explicitly, versus those who opted in through inaction.  Additionally, 

students who only chose to estimate their midterm grade immediately before or immediately 

after writing their midterms are considered. 
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Table 3.1.2 – Summary of responses to the grade estimation question (which doubled as the opt-in/out indicator). 

  Opted out (%) Neither (%) Only Pre-estimation 

valid (%) 

Only Post-estimation 

valid (%) 

Pre- and Post-

estimation valid (%) 

Chem Y1 15.2 4.3 7.0 1.0 72.5 

Chem Y2 10.2 9.5 6.9 2.2 71.3 

Biol Y1 0.0 15.4 7.2 0.6 76.9 

Biol Y2 0.2 30.4 6.8 3.2 59.4 

Econ C1 13.3 4.7 10.9 2.5 68.5 

Econ C2 11.1 5.5 6.9 1.5 75.0 

Psyc C1 5.5 5.3 5.3 1.7 82.2 

Psyc C2 MT1 7.4 3.3 4.1 2.0 83.2 

Psyc C2 MT2 8.6 5.7 3.7 2.0 79.9 

Total/mean 7.9 9.3 6.5 1.9 74.3 

Weighted mean 10.0 8.4 7.3 1.8 72.6 
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 The percentage of students who did not answer either of the estimation questions had a 

weighted mean of 8.4 % (5.5 % excluding the anomalous biology data).  Other than in the 

already-discussed biology courses, there did not seem to be any obvious causes to the small 

variation found here. 

 The percentage of students who only gave an estimate of performance before the midterm 

(i.e. did not also estimate their performance after the midterm) seemed to be largely dependent 

on whether students finished the midterm.  For example, in the economics course with the 

greatest “only pre-estimation valid” score, there was a sharp decline in the number of given 

answers after the third last question: the response rate dropped from 99.4 % on the third last 

question to 93.5 % on the second last and 92.8 % on the last.  Consistent with this theory, there 

was a correlation between a student not completing the last content question on their midterm 

and not completing the post-midterm performance question.   While 76.6 % of students who 

answered the last content question also answered our estimation question, only 4.3 % of students 

who did not answer the last content question answered the estimation question.  

The bias implicit within voluntary survey responses was generally found to be 

statistically significant.  Due to decoupling the opt-in step from the more onerous survey 

submission, the midterm performances of the survey submitters and non-submitters could be 

compared.  These data are summarized in Table 3.1.3. 
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Table 3.1.3 – Difference between means of students who responded to the follow-up survey 

compared to students who did not.  Note that the number of students who responded to the 

survey added to the student who did not submit the survey may not reach the total n values in 

previous tables for several reasons including students opting out, unreadable ID numbers on 

Scantrons, etc.  

 
Submitted Survey Did Not Submit Survey  t-test 

 
n Mean (%) n Mean (%) Mean 

difference (%) 

p-value 

Chem Y1 589 77.3 985 73 4.3 <0.001 

Chem Y2 603 63 888 60.5 2.5 0.002 

Biol Y1 145 78.4 383 73.9 4.5 0.003 

Biol Y2 210 75.4 347 70.7 4.7 <0.001 

Econ C1 363 62.9 739 59.8 3.1 <0.001 

Econ C2 261 70.2 574 64.7 5.5 <0.001 

Psyc C1 196 68.1 349 66.2 1.9 0.11 

Psyc C2 MT1 121 75.3 104 71.3 4.0 0.019 

Psyc C2 MT2 100 73.7 118 66.6 7.1 <0.001 

Total/mean 2588 71.6 4487 67.4 4.2 <0.001 

Weighted mean   70.2   66.4  3.8 <0.001 
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In every course, the group of students who responded to the follow-up survey had a 

greater midterm average than those who did not.  The pooled effect was significant at the p = 

0.001 confidence interval.  

Most of the analysis done in this work used a nearly-complete dataset, composed of data from 

students who: i) Did not opt out, and ii) Submitted the follow-up survey.  Each individual 

analysis was done on only truly complete data sets among the variables being tested.  For 

example, analyses involving students’ ratings of midterm fairness and their associated grades in 

the Year 1 chemistry class had n = 536, while a similar analysis of fairness and feelings of the 

midterm being representative of course material had n = 533.  In this example, the slight 

variation in sample size is unlikely to cause any problems in interpretation.  To ensure that this 

was the case with all analyses, response rates for each variable were collected and shown in 

Table 3.1.4. 
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Table 3.1.4 – Response rates for each variable within the dataset used for most of the analysis in 

this work. 

 
Submitted 

Survey 

PreEst PostEst Fair Prep Chal Rep 

  n Fraction completed (%) 

Chem Y1 536 97 92 100 99 98 99 

Chem Y2 576 90 85 100 99 99 99 

Biol Y1 167 93 87 99 99 100 99 

Biol Y2 203 80 79 100 99 99 99 

Econ C1 339 96 88 96 95 95 95 

Econ C2 251 97 94 97 97 96 97 

Psyc C1 196 96 92 95 94 93 93 

Psyc C2 MT1 119 97 94 98 98 98 99 

Psyc C2 MT2 94 98 96 100 100 99 100 

Total/mean 2481 94 90 98 98 97 98 

Weighted mean 
 

94 89 99 98 98 98 

 

In all courses, across all of the survey variables, response rates were 98 % or above.  

Additionally, non-responses were highly correlated within students: if a student didn’t respond to 

one field, they were less likely to respond to a second field.  This tended to concentrate missing 

data, which means those students’ responses were excluded from multiple analyses – a preferable 

outcome to the alternative of having different students’ responses across multiple analyses. 
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The estimation fields (preEst and postEst) were less well-responded to in the mostly 

complete dataset, due to the screening selecting specifically for survey responses.  Notably, the 

Year 2 biology course had dramatically fewer grade estimations than other courses.  This is 

consistent with the midterm-wide lower response rate for that cohort, and possible causes of this 

were discussed under Table 3.1.1.  Despite having lower response rates than the survey variables, 

the response rates for the estimation fields were still very high (94 % for the pre-writing 

estimation and 89 % for the post-writing estimation).  Thus, this dataset was used without further 

modification for most of the analysis in this work. 
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3.2.  Potential Detrimental Effects of this Work 

Because midterms are high-stress times for students, every effort was made for this work 

to be as unobtrusive to students as possible.  Students were briefed about the additional questions 

on their midterms in four different ways: immediately preceding one of their normal lectures, 

with a notice on their learning management system, verbally immediately before their midterm, 

and with written instructions on their midterm.  Nevertheless, the results were carefully 

monitored for any signs of harm because of this work. 

There was initially concern from some instructors that this work could make the them 

seem insecure about the quality/fairness of their tests (decreasing student evaluations of 

teaching), have increased student stress, shifted students’ Scantron answer choices, or otherwise 

increased confusion.  Most instructors were comforted by the literature showing that mid-

semester feedback tended to cause either no change or a slight increase in SRI (Sozer et al., 

2019).  Indeed, no instructors commented about any negative changes in their SRIs, and most 

volunteered for these questions to be repeated in a later year. 

Of the 7769 students who wrote these midterms and did not opt out of this work, three 

reported detrimental effects on their performance.  Two students were surprised by the inclusion 

of the questions about grade estimations and commented about how that affected their time 

management: 

Student 1: The survey at the end of the midterm made a lot of people forget about 

the last 2 questions because we expected it to be out of 25 when it was actually 29 

with hr (sic) survey questions 
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Student 2: I found that the fact that the first 2 multiple choice questions where 

(sic) optional messed up my interpretation of how long the exam was and it was 

also poorly explained how to organize that. Some of the questions on the midterm 

were not worded very clearly. In addition to that at the beginning of the midterms 

no one did the usual "check if you have the correct number of pages" as a result I 

know that many people didn't even know the last 2 questions existed. 

 

Both students performed poorly on the last 3 questions of their midterms.  

These two students must have somehow missed or forgotten the two methods of briefing 

prior to the midterm for these questions.  For the in-class announcements, this may have been 

due to absence or late arrival. 

It is further possible that the announcement during the midterm was confusing or omitted.  

These two students were both in the Chem Y2 course.  This course was very large, the midterm 

spanned several lecture rooms, meaning that members of the research team were not able to 

make announcements in all of them.  While head invigilators for each room were provided with a 

script and instructed to use that script to brief the students, the research team was not able to 

verify that those instructions were followed.   

A third student commented that the grade survey questions shifted their Scantron answer 

selections, “There was a survey that messed up my numbering.”  This was the worst-case 

scenario of these grade estimation questions.  However, this student’s answer submission 

indicated no shift, and no obvious discrepancy in performance for the last portion of the test 
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compared to the prior portion of their test (i.e. they did not appear to run out of time).  It is 

possible that the student noticed the shift before submitting/completing their midterm and fixed 

the problem.  It is also possible that the student misattributed their lower-than-expected assigned 

grade to a shift. 

Overall, the potential harm of this work was very small, both in terms of frequency (2-3 

reported instances out of 7769 possible students) and magnitude.  It appears that none of the 

participants had their answer choices shifted by ignoring the performance estimate questions. 
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3.3. Fairness Overview 

Ratings of fairness between the two chemistry courses differed substantially (see Figure 

3.3.1).  In the first year tested, 47 % of students rated the midterm to be “completely fair”, 

compared to only 14 % in the second year. 92 % of students in year 1 considering their midterm 

to be either mostly fair or completely fair, while only 70 % of students in year 2 felt the same 

way about their midterm.  

 

 

Figure 3.3.1 – Comparison of midterm fairness score distributions between two years of a first-

year chemistry course.  The Year 1 (M = 2.38, SD = 0.642, n = 536) and year 2 (M = 1.80, SD = 

0.711, n = 576) results were significantly different based on a Mann-Whitney test (U = 13.3, p 

< .0001). 
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There are several potential causes of the differences in ratings of midterm fairness.  It 

could be caused by differences in students’ responses to differences in faculty teaching the 

course, changes to the course itself (including differences in assignments/other scaffolding 

techniques), or the differences between the midterms themselves.  There are also possible 

external effects, like the midterms’ dates proximities to high-stakes events in other courses, or 

even events like Halloween. 

The instructor was identical for the two years, with roughly the same fractions of students 

between years.  The grade breakdown was very similar, with the weighting of the midterms 

being either the same or within 1 %, depending on whether students opted to use in-class 

response systems (iClickers) and do optional homework.  There did not seem to be any 

meaningful differences in scheduling difficulties (conflicting midterms, etc.).  This leaves the 

explanatory effect of the differences in midterm fairness ratings to reactions to the midterm 

itself. 

3.4. Grade Estimates 

 Further evidence that differences in midterm fairness ratings came from reactions to the 

midterm were the students’ estimations of their performance before writing their midterms 

(Figure 3.4.1).  The differences in means of grade prediction (before writing the midterm) were 

not found to differ significantly between the two years.  This indicates that students had roughly 

the same expectation of their performance on the midterm (and likely its difficulty, types of 

questions, etc.), and that their perceptions of fairness began to differ after beginning the midterm. 
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Figure 3.4.1 – Comparison of students’ grade estimates for their midterms before writing them.  

Grade estimates were provided as ranges, the middle of each range was used for all analyses.  

The means of the year 1 (M = 70.85 %, SD = 12.44 %, n = 522) and year 2 (M = 69.96 %, SD = 

12.34 %, n = 520) were not found to be significantly different (t(1040) = 1.16, p = 0.24). 

It is possible that students’ perceptions of midterm fairness were influenced by the 

feeling of unfair grading, not the midterm questions themselves.  To test whether students in 

Year 1 perceived the experience of writing the midterm differently than those in Year 2 

(separately from the grades they would eventually receive), the students’ grade estimations 

immediately after writing the midterm were compared.  In particular, the difference between 

each student’s grade prediction after writing the midterm, subtracted by their grade prediction 

before writing the midterm, gives an indication of the discrepancy between the expected and 

experienced difficulty of the midterm.  These results are shown in Figure 3.4.2. 
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Figure 3.4.2 – Shifts in student grade expectations before versus after writing their respective 

midterms.  Negative values indicate lower grade estimates after writing their midterms. Axis 

values indicate where bins start; for example, the bin marked 0 represents the range [0,5).  The 

mean shift for Year 1 (M = 0.51 %, SD = 10.49 %, n = 490) and Year 2 (M = -7.78 %, SD = 

10.15 %, n = 476) were different by 8.29 % (t(964) = 12.48, p < .001). 

There was a large and significant difference between the behaviours of students in Year 1 

compared to Year 2.  Year 1 students increased their grade estimation between the beginning and 

end of writing their midterms by an average of 0.51 %.  This indicates that the midterm was, on 

average, approximately the difficulty level that the students expected (t(489) = 1.08, p = 0.28).  

Year 2 students decreased their grade estimation by an average of 7.78 %, indicating that their 

midterm was much more difficult than they had expected.  The magnitude of most of these 

changes were less than 20 %  

There are a few conclusions that can be drawn from these data.  First, there was clearly a 

difference in the midterm-writing experiences between the students in Year 1 compared to Year 

2.  Both groups had similar initial expectations about their grades.  The students in Year 1 did not 
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change their expectations much as a result of taking their test, whereas the students in Year 2 

showed an average decrease in grade expectation of 7.78 %.  This indicated that the test itself 

was a different experience for the two sets of students, not only some post-test factor (e.g. 

students feeling grading was unfair, less motivating next-lecture talk, a question being removed 

from the test, etc.). 

These results also show that, on average, students adjusted their expectations in 

appropriate directions, but insufficiently.  In both cases, the mean post-test grade estimates were 

closer to the mean grade that the students received.  This indicated metacognitive skill on the 

students’ parts to evaluate their work.  The differences between students’ assigned grades and 

post-midterm grade estimations are shown in Figure 3.4.3. 

     

Figure 3.4.3 – Differences between students’ assigned grades and their post-midterm grade 

estimates in chemistry Year 1 (left) and Year 2 (right).  Negative values indicate that students’ 

assigned grades were less than their estimates.  Axis values indicate where bins start; for 

example, the bin marked 0 represents the range [0,5).   
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This difference between students in different years can be at least partially attributed to 

anchoring or adjustment.  These psychological heuristics describe the tendency of people to 

assign greater-than-optimal consideration to initial data or predictions (the anchor) and 

insufficiently adjust their predictions (the adjustment) after obtaining new data (Tversky & 

Kahneman, 1974).  In both cases, students changed their expectations in correct directions (i.e. 

their post-midterm grade estimates were closer to their assigned grades than their pre-midterm 

grade estimates) but neither adjusted by a sufficient magnitude.  The trend of insufficient 

adjustment of estimations is shown in Figure 3.4.4.  

 

Figure 3.4.4 – Timeline of the mean student estimations of their midterm grades before and after 

writing the midterm, compared to the average grade received in each of the midterms. 
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 The shapes of the pre-writing, post-writing, and assigned grade curves were different.  In 

Year 1, when students received much higher grades than they initially predicted, their 

estimations of grades before and after writing the test did not change significantly (t(978) = 0.57, 

p = 0.57).  In Year 2, when students received much lower grades than initially predicted, their 

estimates decreased dramatically (t(950) = 8.59, p < .001 for a two-tailed t-test) and were very 

similar to the average grade assigned (t(950) = 0.95, p = 0.34).  This showed that students’ 

estimations were more sensitive to feelings of doing poorly than feelings of doing well. 

The mean discrepancies between students’ assigned midterm grades and their post-

midterm grade estimates for Year 1 (M = 6.4 %, SD = 14.1 %, n = 493) and Year 2 (M = -1.0 %, 

SD = 14.7 %, n = 487) were significantly different (t(976) = 8.0, p < .001). 

Students in Year 2 accurately predicted their assigned midterm grades after writing their 

tests (indistinguishably from perfect predictions based on a 95 % confidence interval: t(487) = 

1.4, p = .08).  Students in Year 1 less accurately predicted their grades after writing their tests, 

underestimating them by an average of 6.4 %.   
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3.5. Fairness and Grades – Quantitative Analysis 

Students in the Year 1 cohort received a 16.4 % higher average grade than students in 

Year 2.  Both grade distributions were unimodal, as seen in Figure 3.5.1. 

 

Figure 3.5.1 – Grade distributions for Year 1 and Year 2 chemistry cohorts.  The Year 1 cohort 

had a 16.4 % higher average grade than the Year 2 cohort (t(1110) = 17.1, p < .0001). 

Based on these data (and literature, and ubiquitous anecdotes), fairness was regressed 

against grades.  Typically, in literature, linear regression has been used in this situation.  The 

results of linear regression are shown in Figure 3.5.2. 
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Figure 3.5.2 – Comparison of linear regression fits of individual chemistry students’ ratings of 

midterm fairness compared against their assigned grades for Year 1 and 2.  Darker points 

represent the number of points on that particular coordinate. 

 The fairness rating increased with assigned grade for both Year 1 and 2, on a student 

level.  The variance in assigned grade accounted for 22-26 % of the variance in the fairness 

rating, and an increase in 1 % of a student’s grade correlated with an average increase of 0.019-

0.022 of their fairness ratings. 
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 This linear modelling has theoretical (see Section 1.3.4) and practical issues.  Visually, 

the linear regression line of best fit modeled extreme cases poorly.  The fairness rating 

distributions (Figure 3.3.1) are skewed and have very small probabilities in one of their tails.  

This is a textbook problem for linear modeling (Kuzon et al., 1996).  When the fairness ratings 

vs. assigned grade results are modeled linearly, the data is heteroscedastic, meaning that the 

residuals of a linear fit are not randomly distributed about the model for both Year 1 (Breusch-

Pagan test, χ2 (N = 536) = 11.59, p < .001) and Year 2 (χ2 (N = 576) = 13.62, p < .001)19. 

Visually, it seems that the model overestimates fairness ratings of students with low 

assigned midterm grades, and perhaps underestimates it for those with high ones.  For example, 

students who performed poorly (60 % or lower) on the midterm gave an average fairness rating 

of 0.029 greater than what the model predicted.  Conversely, students who performed well (80 % 

or higher) on the midterm gave an average fairness rating of 0.021 lower than what the model 

predicted.  While these numbers seem low in absolute terms, they represent ~10-15 % of the 

overall variation predicted by the model for grades between 0-100 %. 

These results were qualitatively similar for Year 2 students: poor performers rated the 

midterm 0.011 higher than predicted, strong performers rated the midterm 0.014 lower than 

predicted.  The shift between years was likely due to the grade cut-offs representing different 

fractions of students: the Year 2 midterm had a greater proportion of students falling in the 

≤65 % category, and a smaller proportion in the ≥80 % category than Year 1.  These deviations 

 
19 Breusch-Pagan tests are reported as χ2 (N=sample size) = [chi-squared value], p = p-value.   A 

high χ2 value and a low p-value indicates that the residuals (differences between the data and a 

linear fit) are heteroskedastic (not random). 
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from the model varied somewhat with the exact cut-offs used for “poor” and “strong” 

performance, but the directionality did not change. 

Based on the theoretical and practical problems with linear regression for this data, it was not 

used for modeling fairness against other variables at the student level.  Instead, ordered logistic 

regression was used, and those results are summarized in Table 3.5.1. 

Table 3.5.1 – Ordinal logistic regression results of chemistry students’ ratings of fairness on their 

assigned midterm grades. 

Year n OR Standard Error p-value 

1 536 1.071 0.007 <.001 

2 576 1.075 0.007 <.001 

 

These results showed that, indeed, the grade that students received was significantly 

correlated to their fairness ratings of the midterm (p < .001).  The ORs show the relative change 

in odds that a typical student selects a higher fairness rating given a unit change in grade.  For 

example, the OR of 1.071 for Year 1 students indicates that a typical student’s odds of choosing 

“completely fair” instead of the combined other options increases by 7.1 % for each percent their 

grade increases20. 

 
20Recall: odds range from (0, ∞) while probabilities range from [0,1].  For example, odds of 

“1000 to 1” would be expressed as 1000.  See Section 1.3.5 for a more thorough explanation of 

interpreting ORs. 
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These ordered logistic regressions results can be alternatively shown as the probability of 

a student selecting each of the four fairness ratings as a function of their grade.  These plots were 

generated based on ordered logistic regression results and are shown in Figure 3.5.3. 

     

Figure 3.5.3 – Probabilities of students selecting each of the possible fairness ratings, given their 

assigned grade for chemistry, Year 1 (left) and Year 2 (right).  Error bands represent 95 % 

confidence intervals. 

 Students in Year 1 very rarely gave a “completely unfair” rating.  Even a theoretical 

student who received 0 % on the midterm (recall that these were multiple choice midterms, so 

such a grade is very unlikely) is more likely to rate the midterm as “unfair” than “completely 

unfair”.  Some other benchmarks to note are the crossover points: a rating of “fair” became the 

most probable option with an assigned grade of 33 %, and a rating of “completely fair” was the 

most probable at assigned grades of 80 % and above. 

 The fairness rating probabilities based on students’ ratings in Year 2 had some qualitative 

and quantitative differences.  Unlike the Year 1 data, a theoretical student who received an 

assigned grade of 0 % was most likely to rate the midterm as “completely unfair”.  This yielded 
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an additional crossover point of 11 %, where “unfair” became the most common rating.  The 

shared crossover points occurred at higher grades in Year 2: “fair” became the most probable 

rating at 45 % (compared to 33 %) and “completely fair” became the most probable rating at 

90 % and above.  Additionally, the probability of a student receiving 100 % on the midterm 

rating the midterm to be “completely fair” was only 64 % in Year 2, compared to 79 % in Year 

1. 

Figure 3.5.3 showed that students in Year 1 and Year 2 tended to rate their respective 

midterms’ fairnesses slightly differently, even after controlling for the effect of assigned grades 

constant (OR = 1.072).  To determine the significance of this, the two data sets were pooled, with 

Year 1 and Year 2 coded as categorical variables and logistically regressed ordinally. 

Table 3.5.2 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ ratings of fairness on their received 

midterm grades, Year 1 versus Year 2. 

 OR Standard Error p-value 

Grade 1.072 0.0050 <0.001 

Year 2 vs Year 1 0.46 0.068 <0.001 

n = 966, pseudo R2 = 0.198, p < .0001 

 Table 3.5.2 shows a similar OR for the pooled data as the component Years.  More 

importantly, there is a strong grouping effect: Year 2 had a 0.46 OR compared to Year 1, 

controlling for grades.  This means that, controlling for grades, the odds of a student in Year 2 

selecting a fairer option were 0.46 times that of a student in Year 1 doing the same.  For 

example, the odds that a student who received a 75 % in Year 1 selected “completely fair” 
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instead of a less fair option are a factor of 2.2 times greater than a student in Year 2 who received 

the same grade. 

Table 3.5.3 tests the interaction effect between the correlation of grades and fairness and 

the correlation of Year and fairness.  The rows for Grade and Year 2 differ somewhat compared 

to those of Table 3.5.2 because some of the predictive powers of Grade and the different Years 

on fairness ratings are dependent on each other.  This dependence is separated out and 

represented by the Grade-Year Interaction term.  This term showed that the interaction between 

students’ assigned grades and Year were not found to be significant (p = 0.50).  This indicated 

that difference in the way grades were considered between the two cohorts is likely best 

represented by a shift in the correlation between fairness and grades, rather than a change in 

sensitivity. 

Table 3.5.3 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ ratings of fairness on their received 

midterm grades, Year 1 versus Year 2, and the interaction effect between them. 

 OR Standard Error p-value 

Grade 1.073 0.0048 <0.001 

Year 2 0.42 0.059 <0.001 

Grade-Year Interaction 1.006 0.0067 0.50 

n = 966, pseudo R2 = 0.198, p < .0001 

The shift of Year 2’s students toward lower fairness ratings, even for students who 

received the same grades, can be accounted for in a few ways.  First is an empathy effect:  

Students who did well, but still saw their peers perform poorly, may have had their perception of 

midterm fairness diminished. 
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The second effect is one of unmet expectations.  Recall that both Years’ students began 

the midterm with approximately equivalent expectations of their grades.  On average, in Year 1, 

assigned grades were much greater than the expected grades – for Year 2, the opposite.  While 

these discrepancies occurred in opposing directions, there was some overlap at a student level.  

To determine if this discrepancy had additional predictive power to the previous model, fairness 

ratings were regressed against the difference between students’ assigned grades versus their 

initially estimated grades21, their assigned grades, and their Years.  These results are shown in 

Table 3.5.4. 

Table 3.5.4 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ ratings of fairness on their received 

midterm grades and the difference between their assigned and initially estimated grades, Year 1 

versus Year 2. 

 OR Standard Error p-value 

Grade 1.073 0.0065 <0.001 

Grade - Pre Estimate 0.999 0.0062 0.89 

Year 2 0.46 0.070 <0.001 

n = 966, pseudo R2 = 0.198, p < .001 

  

 
21 At a glance, this might seem tenuous, because these two variables (1: difference between 

assigned and initially estimated grades, and 2: assigned grades) seem related.  Provided that 

initial grade estimations are not necessarily linked to assigned grades, the two regression 

variables here are independent. 
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Including the difference between the initial estimation and final grade had practically no 

effect.  The ORs of Grade and Year were unchanged with the addition of the Grade - Pre 

Estimate term.  The OR of the Grade - Pre Estimate term was 0.999 (p = 0.89), indicating that 

there was not significant correlation between this term and students’ ratings of fairness (after 

controlling for their assigned midterm grades). 

In summary, students’ ratings of fairness correlated strongly with the grades they 

received (p < .001).  Ratings of fairness showed a shift, but not a significant change in sensitivity 

to grade, whether the class average was low (61.15 %) or high (77.55 %).  This variation in 

average between Years was likely due to the properties of the midterms, not instructors (who 

were consistent) and not other factors occurring before the midterm (students approached both 

midterms with similar performance expectations). 

3.6. Fairness – Qualitative Analysis 

 The students’ qualitative explanations of their assigned fairness scores helped to flush out 

the experienced differences between these two midterms.  The coded summaries of both 

midterms are shown in Table 3.6.1. 
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Table 3.6.1 – Summary of coded qualitative responses of students’ explanations of their 

assignments of midterm fairness.  Sentiments of responses were assigned a category (e.g. 

“representativeness”) and a direction (i.e. “positively contributing to fairness” or the opposite).  

Percentages may not sum to 100 % due to occasional (< 1%) comments that could not be 

assigned a direction, and/or rounding. 

 Year 1 (%) Year 2 (%) 

 + - + - 

Representativeness 40.8 5.8 28.9 20.1 

Explicit Expectations 22.3 1.5 3.8 4.5 

Challenge 6.0 2.5 4.5 11.4 

Preparation 2.9 0.6 2.7 3.1 

Trick Questions/wording 4.2 1.9 1.1 7.4 

Logistics 0.4 1.9 0.4 4.7 

Format 0.4 4.0 0.0 1.6 

Bloom’s Taxonomy 2.1 1.8 0.7 5.1 

Total 79.2 20.0 42.1 57.9 

n (sentiments) 480 447 

n (students) 351 (20.7 %) 326 (19.5 %) 

n (% students who 

submitted survey) 

59.6 % 54.1 % 
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Roughly similar numbers and percentages of students gave explanations of their fairness 

assignments.  In the Year 1 cohort, 351 students (representing 20.7 % of students who wrote the 

midterm, and 59.6 % of students who submitted the survey) explained their fairness assignments, 

yielding 480 coded sentiments.  In Year 2, 326 students (representing 19.5 % of the students who 

wrote the midterm, and 54.1 % of students who submitted the survey) did the same, yielding 447 

coded sentiments.  The average number of sentiments per explanation was also similar: 1.37 for 

the Year 1 and Year 2 cohort. 

 There were large differences in the types and directions of sentiments between the two 

cohorts.  For the Year 1 cohort (where the median fairness grade was higher), 79.2 % of 

expressed sentiments were positive.  51 % of these positive comments were related to how 

representative the midterm questions were of the course content (e.g. “All material that was 

prioritized on the midterm was heavily covered in lectures”).  Explicitly set expectations was the 

second most mentioned sentiment (22.3 %).  These often mentioned how useful study tools or 

previous midterms were (and were thankful that these were distributed by the instructor).  

Negative comments regarding these topics were comparably rare, and typically expressed the 

opposite of the positive comments (a sample “representative –” comment read, “Example 

questions provided in class were not at all like the midterm questions”). 

  Comments regarding preparation were more diverse.  Some were straightforward 

statements about performance (“I got 100 %” as a justification for a very fair assignment).  

Others focused on the performance of their peers or class average as a more objective means of 

the challenge the midterm provided. 
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 Although trick questions and confusing phrasing were mentioned in 6.1 % of sentiments, 

most of these sentiments were positive.  These positive comments about the lack of trick 

questions (or about the clarity of wording) were surprisingly frequent, showing the importance 

that students place on this.  A sample of this kind of sentiment was, “[the midterm] was worded 

in an understandable way so that we could show knowledge instead of our ability to interpret a 

question under stress.” 

 Sentiments about logistics (positive and negative) were almost all centred on the amount 

of time provided to write the midterm.  Sentiments about the format of the exam were largely 

concerning the relative weightings of the multiple-choice questions compared to the short answer 

questions, expressing that grading was done unfairly, or that multiple-choice questions in general 

are unfair. 

 Topics centring around issues with the Bloom’s level of the midterm accounted for 3.9 % 

of sentiments.  These also spanned a variety of ideas: Some praised that the midterm covered 

more than one level of Bloom’s taxonomy (“Application questions required understanding of 

multiple aspects of the course, as they should.”).  Several others directly or indirectly expressed 

positivity toward the lack of higher order questions.  The most obvious of these sentiments came 

from a student who considered the midterm to be Completely Fair, and explained this response 

by writing, “There were no surprises or questions that you needed to 'go beyond' the material to 

show you have a 'further understanding' of what's required of you.” 

There were no criticisms directly about questions requiring higher order skills on 

Bloom’s taxonomy.  There were negative sentiments about the intersection of these types of 

questions with other factors: a (potential) lack of alignment (“I found that there were a few long 
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answer questions that were beyond the material that we had done as examples in class as well as 

the textbook and [electronic problem sets].”), or the use of these types of questions on midterms, 

instead of assignments (“I can't say that it was completely fair because some of the questions 

went beyond what we ever covered. I know that we have to know how to apply the concepts to 

more then what we do in class, but I feel like a midterm is not the appropriate time to have these 

kinds of questions.”). 

In summary, the qualitative responses from the Year 1 midterm were strongly positive, 

mostly praising the alignment of content and format between the classes, assignments, and 

practice materials with that of the midterm.  Students generally felt like the midterm was an 

appropriate evaluation of their skills in the course due to this alignment, and because the 

questions were straightforward to interpret. 

  For the Year 2 midterm, 57.9 % of the sentiments were negative.  Representativeness was 

still the most frequently discussed topic, with 49.0 % of sentiments falling into this category.  

While the positive remarks of Representativeness were like those expressed by the Year 1 

cohort, the negative remarks were more specific.  As a result, negative sentiments about 

Representativeness often intersected with other categories.  For example, discrepancies of 

difficulty (“I found a few questions were a lot harder and different than I had seen and prepared 

for so I wasn't prepared for them”, rated as Unfair) and difficulties in interpretation (“Often 

questions were unrecognizable even with myself going to every single class. The questions on 

the midterm were more difficult than practise midterms or even questions done in class.”). 
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 Sentiments about Explicit Expectations in the Year 2 cohort tended to address one of two 

ideas.  Similarly, to the Year 1 cohort, many students either expressed that their midterm was 

similar to the practice midterm or the opposite, with a slight majority to the positive version. 

Unlike the Year 1 cohort, the Year 2 cohort was provided with an equation sheet which 

was polarizing.  There were occasional criticisms about the provided sheet overcentralizing 

equation interpretation skills (“Questions tested our abilities to decipher which equations are 

appropriate”, ranked Fair) and several specific criticisms that important information was missing 

from the sheet (“We were not informed that we had to memorize some of the equations”, “one 

specific question required an equation that was not given/we were not told to memorize.”). 

 Sentiments about Preparedness largely fell into three subcategories.  First were typical (“I 

studied hard, felt I had a good understanding of the material and received a good mark.” or the 

opposite, “Some questions were tough, but that was my fault for not studying enough”, both 

students rated the midterm Fair).  A second kind of Preparedness subcategory addressed the 

insensitivity of the received grade on the level of preparedness, saying that large amounts of 

studying yielded only small gains (“I studied too hard for the mark that I got in return.”).  The 

third, and most common negative Preparedness sentiment was an intersection of Preparedness 

and Explicit Expectations.  It centred around the inefficacy of the provided practice materials as 

a means for preparing for the midterm (“I did the homework that was assigned, as well as the 

midterms from previous years and felt confident going in, however a lot of the material was not 

what was practiced” and “I felt very confident that I knew what I was doing, did all [electronic 

problem sets] and performed well on then, and received a very low midterm grade”). 
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The trends of sentiments about Challenge also often intersected with other categories.  

Critical sentiments about how challenging the midterm was typically commented on their 

midterm’s difficulty discrepancy compared with questions discussed in lecture and/or with 

questions from previous midterms (“much harder than previous midterms and harder than course 

material” and “Difficulty level of questions was too complex compared to lecture notes and 

practice questions”). 

Sentiments about the presence/absence of Trick Questions and Wording composed 8.5 % 

of sentiments, with 87.1 % of them being negative.  The positive sentiments were very similar to 

those expressed by the Year 1 cohort about their exam (e.g. “Able to interpret most questions 

with little difficulty.”), while the negative comments were varied.  Criticisms about the wording 

of questions or the presence of multiple correct answers in the answer choices made up the 

majority of the sentiments (“There were many questions to which the wording was confusing, 

and because of that, I was mislead [sic] to the wrong answer.” and “The questions are meant to 

trick us. Some questions had more than one correct answer.”).  The other central theme of 

negative Trick Questions/Wording sentiments was that multiple questions were sufficiently 

flawed that they were later removed from the test (“Poorly written - some controversial answers 

leading to many changes made to marking scheme, confusing, poorly worded questions”). 

 Similarly to the Year 1 cohort, the Year 2 cohort’s sentiments about logistics were mostly 

focused on having insufficient time to complete their exam.  There was also a criticism about the 

proximity of learning material compared to being tested on it (“We learned some things in class 

the day before the midterm. I had three midterms that weekend and didn't have much time to 

study.”). 
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 Sentiments involving Bloom’s taxonomy from the Year 2 cohort were varied, with rare 

overlap with the Year 1 cohort.  There were many criticisms about having too many questions on 

the remembering level (“seemed more about memorising specific questions rather than 

understand the concepts of the course” and “There were way more definition/concept questions 

that I found were glazed over in class and had been made to seem they we're not important”).  

Criticisms about higher order Bloom’s questions were largely mixed with insufficient time (“The 

time allotted for this exam was way too short. I felt very rushed which ultimately impacted my 

performance. Many of the questions required more thinking that [sic] could be done in the given 

time” and “I found for the time given the amount of calculations and work needed to be done 

was unfair. It seemed as though you needed to have the calculations memorized in order to finish 

all of them correctly rather than actually working through the steps.”). 

 In summary, the qualitative responses from the Year 2 cohort were slightly more negative 

than positive, mostly criticizing the lack of alignment between the assignments/study resources 

and the midterm.  This included a midterm question on a topic that students reported their 

instructor had explicitly said was not covered.  The presence of several questions and answer 

choices with confusing wording decreased some students’ views toward the effectiveness of 

studying.  

There were several key differences between the qualitative feedback from the Year 1 and 

the Year 2 cohort.  The most common difference was the perception of the alignment between 

the lectures, assignments and textbook readings, compared to the midterm.  Most of the students 

in the Year 1 cohort considered their midterm to be well-aligned with the preparatory tools 

provided, with 63.1 % of their sentiments centring around appropriate Representativeness of 
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these tools or the effective Explicit Expectations that were provided.  Only a total of 7.3 % of 

sentiments were negatively phrased in these two categories.  From the Year 2 cohort, 32.7 % of 

total sentiments were positively phrased on these topics, and 24.6 % were worded negatively. 

Another important difference between the two years’ feedback was included in the Trick 

Question category.  The Year 1 midterm was generally praised (or not commented on) in this 

category.  Conversely, the Year 2 midterm was more commonly commented on negatively, and 

these sentiments tended to centre around questions that were eventually adjusted after the 

midterm.  These questions were said to be either unclearly worded or require knowledge that had 

gone beyond the stated coverage of the midterm.  The adjustments were made in stages, and their 

sequential nature was generally not appreciated by students (“I still managed to pull off only an 

83%... Oh wait, nope 54.17% after they finally got the marks right”). 

3.7. Fairness and Grades – Comparison of Chemistry with other Areas 

 To compare students in chemistry courses with those in other disciplines, similar data 

was collected for two courses of different years in biology, economics, and psychology. 

Fairness scores were compared and are shown in Figure 3.7.1.  This shows that most 

students in every course (who responded to our survey) felt that their midterm was “fair” or 

better at evaluating their knowledge of the course material.  Largely, variations of fairness 

ratings occurred between “unfair” and “completely fair” ratings; the “completely unfair” option 

was used by only 1.6 % of students. 
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The fairness scores in biology and psychology were similar across the two Years based 

on Mann-Whitney tests (biology: U = -0.13, p  = .89, psychology22: U = -0.37, p = .71)).  For 

economics, the fairness scores between Year 1 (M = 1.82, SD = 0.67) and Year 2 (M = 2.12, SD 

= 0.60) were significantly different, U = -6.3, p < .0001.  As discussed previously, the fairness 

scores between Years in the chemistry course were also different (U = 13.3, p < .0001).  

 

  

 
22 Year 2 psychology is pooled data from two midterms. 
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Figure 3.7.1 – Comparison of fairness ratings across two related courses in several subjects. 

From top left, clockwise: chemistry, biology, psychology, economics. 

At a glance, it was unclear whether there were systematic similarities within subject areas 

compared to between subject areas.  Differences in fairness ratings between areas (chemistry 

versus biology, etc.) were considered with a Kruskal-Wallis test23 and found to be significant: 

 
23 This test is similar to an ANOVA but designed for use with ordinal data.  It is reported as χ2 

([degrees of freedom]) = [χ2 value], p = [p-value]. 
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χ2(3) = 95.8, p < .0001.  Despite the high χ2 value, this does not necessarily give the areas of 

study high explanatory value.  The observed differences between the areas of study may be due 

to differences in each class, rather than differences between the subject areas. 

A Kruskal-Wallis test among each of the classes (i.e. treating each course as an 

independent entity, ignoring its subject area) was also significant: χ2(7) = 279.6, p < .0001.  As 

such, a Conover-Iman test with Bonferroni correction24 was conducted to determine whether 

there were significant differences between courses of the same subject area (see Table 3.7.1). 

Table 3.7.1 – Conover-Iman pairwise comparisons of fairness rating distributions for each course 

with Bonferroni correction.  Values shown are p-values, capped at 1.  

 ChemY1 ChemY2 BiolY1 BiolY2 EconC1 EconC2 PsycC1 

ChemY2 <0.001       

BiolY1 1 <0.001      

BiolY2 1 <0.001 1     

EconC1 <0.001 1 <0.001 <0.001    

EconC2 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001   

PsycC1 0.018 <0.001 0.008 0.003 <0.001 1  

PsycC2 0.065 <0.001 <0.001 0.0091 <0.001 1 1 

 

 
24 This test checks the probability of each pair of courses have a statistically different value (in 

this case, fairness value).  Low p-values indicate dissimilar courses. 
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The fairness rating distributions within subject areas were inconsistent.  Chemistry 

courses showed a significant difference between its fairness ratings (p < .001), as did economics 

courses (p < .001).  In both cases, the average grade assigned in the two midterms were 

substantially different (77.6 % in Year 1 versus 61.2 % in Year 2 for chemistry, and 64.9 % in 

Course 1 versus 72.0 % in Course 2 for economics).  The fairness rating distributions of biology 

did not change significantly between Year 1 and Year 2 (p = 1); the fairness rating distributions 

were also not found to be significantly different between Course 1 and Course 2 in psychology (p 

= 1). 

One must be wary of drawing conclusions from the Conover-Iman test.  It does show that 

relatively consistent fairness rating distributions occurred at a greater rate within subject areas 

(50 % of the time) than between them (25-29 % of possible matches, depending on whether a 95 

and 99 % confidence interval is used).  Due to relatively low sample sizes of different subject 

areas and courses within each subject area, these conclusions should not be taken definitively.  

However, this method of comparison shows promise to evaluate certain aspects of courses 

(especially through variation), such as the effectiveness of scaffolding, clarity of expectations, 

etc.  

Based on the course-level results on the two cohorts in chemistry, one might expect that 

courses where students performed better on the midterms would have higher average fairness 

ratings.  Figure 3.7.2 shows the relationship between midterm fairness ratings and average 

student grades on those midterms. 
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Figure 3.7.2 – Correlation of average fairness ratings with average grades on a course level.  0 

represents a rating of “completely unfair”. 3 of “completely fair”.  A linear line is shown as a 

guide to the eye, not to imply that the relationship has reason to be linear.  

 At a course level, students’ average fairness ratings correlate roughly linearly with their 

average assigned grades.  It appears that fairness ratings and grades have similar correlations 

across the different courses, i.e. certain courses do not seem to be dramatically, intrinsically more 

or less fair than others. 

 One must be wary of applying course-level statistics to individual students.  There is 

smoothing that occurs.  As an obvious example, there were no midterm averages of less than 

60 %, while 27.9 % of students (who took part in the survey) scored less than that.  At the 

extremes, course-level linear regression is also practically inappropriate: it would predict that a 
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student scoring 0 on a midterm would rate the midterm as -0.8, which is below the lowest rating 

of “completely unfair” (0). 

 

Figure 3.7.3 – Correlation of fairness ratings with grades on a student level.  A linear line of best 

fit is shown as a demonstration that modeling these data linearly is a poor choice: ordinal logistic 

regression should be used. 

 The sensitivities of students’ fairness ratings to the midterm grade received are 

summarized in Table 3.7.2 as ORs.  The correlation of midterm grades with assessments of 

midterm fairness were strong and significant for every course included.  
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Table 3.7.2 – Statistics describing the magnitude of effect of increasing midterm grades on 

students’ probabilities of selecting fairer options on their midterm fairness survey. 

Course n (responses) OR Standard Error p-value 

Chem Y1 536 1.071 0.007 <0.001 

Chem Y2 576 1.075 0.007 <0.001 

Biol Y1 166 1.109 0.017 <0.001 

Biol Y2 202 1.075 0.012 <0.001 

Econ C1 324 1.088 0.011 <0.001 

Econ C2 243 1.106 0.016 <0.001 

Psyc C1 186 1.062 0.013 <0.001 

Psyc C2 211 1.032 0.012 0.006 

In every course, higher assigned student grades significantly correlated with higher 

fairness ratings, with ORs ranging 1.032-1.109.  While there was not a perfectly clear grouping 

between subject areas, students in psychology consistently showed the smallest correlation 

between fairness ratings and midterm grades (ORs of 1.062 for Course 1 and 1.032 for Course 

2).  Students in chemistry showed a moderate correlation between those two factors, with little 

variation between the two years studied (1.071 for Year 1 and 1.075 for Year 2).  Students in 

biology (ORs of 1.109 for Year 1 and 1.075 for Year 2) and economics (1.088 for Course 1 and 

1.106 for Course 2) both showed high magnitudes of correlations between fairness ratings and 

midterm grades, and relatively high variability between the Years/Courses.  Graphical depictions 

of probabilities of students selecting particular fairness responses as a function of their received 

grades for other courses are shown in Figure 3.7.4 and Figure 3.7.5.   
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Figure 3.7.4 - Students’ evaluations of midterm fairness compared to their received grade on that 

midterm for physical science courses.  From left to right, then top to bottom: chemistry Year 1, 

chemistry Year 2, biology Year 1, biology Year 2.  
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Figure 3.7.5 – Students’ evaluations of midterm fairness compared to their received grade on that 

midterm for social science courses.  From left to right, then top to bottom: economics Course 1, 

economics Course 2, psychology Course 1, psychology Course 2. 

 There were several common aspects among all (or almost all) of the courses studied.  For 

all of the courses that had at least one student rate their midterm as “completely unfair”, the 

probability of that selection decreased with increasing midterm grades.  For students who 

received 100 % on their midterm, there was a >50 % chance that they would rate the midterm as 

“completely fair” for every course. 
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 As discussed in Section 3.5 there are a few regions of these graphs that are particularly 

enlightening.  First, the crossing points.  The “completely unfair” and “fair” crossing points for 

chemistry Year 1 and Year 2 were non-existent and 11 %, respectively. 

The sensitivity of fairness rating to grade in biology classes were inconsistent with each 

other for the less fair options.  This is likely due to the very low number of students who rated 

their midterm as “completely unfair” or “unfair”: in Year 1, only one student rated their midterm 

as “completely unfair”, and six as “unfair”.  In Year 2, no students rated their midterm as 

completely unfair, and ten students rated their midterm as “unfair”.  Thus, the “completely 

unfair” and “unfair” curves were based on very few total students and could be easily distorted 

by few data points.  Thus, it would be unwise to put much stock in those parts of the biology 

probability curves. 

 The trends demonstrated by the “Fair” and “Completely Fair” curves were relatively 

consistent through all four course offerings but show a slight trend in two related fingerprint 

parameters: the crossover points and the end behaviours.  The further left the crossover point 

(hereafter, selection curve cross, SCC) is, the more readily students rated their midterms as 

“completely fair”.  The higher the probability of a “Completely Fair” selection for a student who 

achieved an assigned grade of 100 %, the stronger grade is as a predictor of students rating their 

midterms as “Completely Fair”.  Hereafter, the probability of a student who received 100 % on 

the midterm rating the midterm as Completely Fair will be denoted PCF100%. 
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 These two fingerprint parameters are self-consistent within these four course offerings: in 

order of increasing sensitivity to assigned midterm grade, the courses were chemistry Year 2, 

chemistry Year 1, biology Year 2, biology Year 1.  Broadening this comparison to include all the 

courses, the results were summarized in Table 3.7.3. 

Table 3.7.3 – Summary of ordered logistic regression and graphical analysis results 

Course OR SCC (%) PCF100% 

  Unfair-Fair Fair-Completely Fair  

Chem Y1 1.071 33 79 79 

Chem Y2 1.075 45 91 64 

BiolY1 1.109 33 74 93 

BiolY2 1.075 27 75 85 

EconC1 1.088 46 93 63 

EconC2 1.106 41 83 84 

PsycC1 1.062 27 82 73 

PsycC2 1.032 NA 94 52 

 

 The graphical analysis results add more specific insight into how the correlation between 

students’ ratings of fairness with their assigned midterm grades.  This is especially true when 

considered in tandem with their corresponding ORs. 
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 First, the PCF100% indicates a theoretical upper limit of the effect of assigned midterm 

grades on students’ fairness ratings.  Low values in this category indicate the presence of other 

strong factors on students’ fairness ratings. 25 

Through most of the courses, high ratings of “Completely Fair” corresponded well with 

ORs.  For example, the second psychology course had the lowest PCF100%. This course also had 

the lowest OR.  This PCF100% represents a second (albeit slightly limited) method of determining 

the sensitivity of the correlation between midterm fairness ratings and received midterm grade. 

  

 
25 Note: this does not necessarily mean the converse is true: students in a course where a student 

who received 100 % on their midterm have a probability of ~1 of rating their midterm 

“Completely Fair” may still be considering factors other than assigned grade in their rating.  An 

easy proof of this is a course where every student rated their midterm to be “Completely Fair”, 

regardless of their assigned midterm grade.  Clearly these students are considering something 

other than their assigned grades! 
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Figure 3.7.6 – Correlation between PCF100% with the OR of the logistic regression of fairness 

ratings on the received midterm grade.  Each point represents one course offering.  Deviations 

from this correlation indicate the presence of differences of how students in different courses 

consider grades in their determination of midterm fairness (or how the fairness of midterms 

affected students’ grades). 

 There are two methods of describing the correlation between midterm fairness ratings and 

received midterm grades.  These are finding the crossing points of where a greater fairness rating 

becomes more probable than a lesser fairness rating (hereafter called selection curve crosses, 

SCC).  The lower the received midterm grade at these crossing points, the more generally 

positive students were toward their midterm fairness ratings.  This generally more positive 

midterm rating was caused by a shift in fairness ratings, without a change in the sensitivity of 

their fairness ratings on assigned midterm grades.  These data are plotted in Figure 3.7.7. 
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Figure 3.7.7 – Correlations between SCC and ORs from logistic regression of fairness ratings on 

the received midterm grade. 

There is little to no relationship between the SCC in Figure 3.7.7 and the ORs.  This 

indicates that these analyses yield largely independent information. 

A summary of these four types of analyses is in order.  The OR is the strongest indicator 

of the strength of the relationship between assigned midterm grades and ratings of midterm 

fairness.  This is conceptually similar to a slope in a linear line.  The probability of a student who 

received 100 % to rate the midterm as “completely fair” indicates the maximum effect that an 

assigned midterm grade can have on rating of midterm fairness.  Each of the selection curve 

crosses are more akin to the y-intercept of a linear line, in that they provide additional 

information about the students’ behaviours, with little dependency on the ORs. 
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To check the strength of the heuristic above, the difference in the two SCCs was plotted 

against the OR for each course.  The closer the two SCCs were, the greater the effect of the 

correlation between ratings of midterm fairness and assigned midterm grades.  Put another way, 

fairness ratings would be expected to shift from Unfair to Completely Fair with a smaller change 

in assigned midterm grade for courses with greater ORs of fairness ratings regressed against 

assigned midterm grade.  This relationship is shown in Figure 3.7.8. 

 

Figure 3.7.8 – The difference between each course’s SCC (grade at which the Completely 

Fair/Fair selection curves cross minus grade at which the Fair/Unfair selection curves cross) 

plotted against ORs.  A linear trendline is shown to illustrate the relationship, not imply that this 

correlation has causal reason to be linear.  The linear trend has a p-value of .013 against the null 

hypothesis. 
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 Considering these four parameters in each subject area helps to compare its fairness 

trends.   Chemistry courses had similar ORs, with 1.071 for the Year 1 course and 1.075 for the 

Year 2 course.  These represent a medium correlation compared to the other courses in this 

study.  The greater difference between these two courses appeared in the probability of a student 

who received 100 % to rate the midterm as “completely fair”.  Given only these two results, one 

can already conclude that the large difference between the PCF100% values are probably not 

accounted for by the small difference in ORs.   

The SCCs show this shift.  The Year 1 course had its unfair-fair selection curves cross at 

a received midterm grade of 33 %, which was earlier than Year 2’s 45 %.  The difference was 

even greater with the Fair-Completely Fair SCCes, where Year 1’s cross occurred at 77 % and 

Year 2’s at 91 %.  Thus, the difference between the PCF100% values is caused mostly by a shift of 

students’ considerations to midterm fairness ratings (not a change in sensitivity to the assigned 

midterm grade).  This analysis corroborates and expands upon the analysis shown previously in 

Table 3.5.3. 

While analysis thus far summarizes the observed trends within chemistry, it is 

worthwhile to consider some of the other courses in detail.  This is true for an improved sense of 

context, and if these trends appear in other chemistry offerings.  

In the limited sample in this work, students' perceptions of midterm fairness were 

inconsistent in chemistry and economics, but consistent within biology and psychology.  The 

magnitude of the correlation between fairness ratings and assigned midterm grades were all 

positive and varied between ORs of 1.032 (for Psyc C2) to 1.109 (for Biol Y1).  Chemistry 

courses, despite inconsistent fairness rating distributions, had relatively consistent magnitudes of 
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correlation between fairness ratings and assigned midterm grades (1.071 and 1.075).  Students in 

the chemistry Year 1 class tended to consider their midterm fairer than those in Year 2, even 

controlling for assigned midterm grades. 

 While clear that the assigned midterm grades and the ratings of midterm fairness were 

correlated, the magnitudes of the causal directions are unclear.  There are at least two causal 

mechanisms which argue in opposing directions: 

1. A student received a high grade on the midterm because the midterm was fair (and 

therefore the student rated the midterm as high in fairness).  Thus, the great fairness of 

the midterm contributed to the student’s high grade. 

2. A student rated the midterm as high in fairness because they received a high grade.  Thus, 

the high grade contributed to the student rating the midterm as high in fairness. 

As covered in the introduction, these two effects are constantly discussed in the literature 

for student assessments of teaching.  There have yet to be any definitive experiments that have 

been able to separate these two factors.  In this work, we partially separate these two factors 

through the introduction of additional factors, covered in the next sections.  If the fairness of 

midterms causes high grades (1), then additional factors should also correlate with fairness, and 

controlling for them should detract from the assigned midterm grade’s predictive power.  If high 

received grades cause students to rate their midterms as fair, then the grade’s predictive power 

should be maintained through the addition of these other factors. 
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3.8. Effect of Preparedness on Fairness Perceptions 

3.8.1. Effect of Preparedness on Fairness Perceptions – Chemistry 

Ratings of preparedness for midterms ranged from Completely Unprepared to 

Completely Prepared.  They were affected by both how prepared students believed they were for 

their midterm before writing it, as well as a revision of those feelings after writing it/receiving a 

grade.  Figure 3.8.1.1 shows the distribution of how prepared students in chemistry Year 1 and 2 

rated themselves for their midterm (rating occurred after grades for the midterm were released). 

 

Figure 3.8.1.1 – Comparison of students’ ratings of preparedness for their midterms.  The Year 1 

students (M=2.06, SD = 0.66, n = 533) felt slightly more prepared than the Year 2 students (M = 

1.94, SD = 0.63, n = 573), which was significant at a 99 % confidence interval based on a Mann-

Whitney test (U = 3.1, p = .002). 
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 Students in Year 2 reported lower preparedness ratings than the students in Year 1.  This 

was despite Year 2 students having similar grade expectations, which is a good proxy for 

feelings of preparedness at the time of writing the midterm.  Thus, it is likely that the difference 

in perceptions of preparedness of the two Years of students was caused by students reconciling 

their perceptions at the time of the midterm with the outcome of the midterm. 

 Before comparing regression results with the prior section, one must consider that 

preparedness (1-4) was on a very different scale than grade (in theory, 0-100 %),  As such, direct 

comparisons between regression coefficients or ORs would not yield any meaningful 

conclusions.  In this section, there was no correction for these differences of scale.  The next two 

sections use the same 1-4 scale for the independent variables, so drawing comparisons between 

those can yield meaningful results.  Scales were standardized and overarching comparisons were 

made in Section 3.11.1. 

 The strength of the relationship between feelings of preparedness and grades differed 

strongly between the Years (see Table 3.8.1.1).  In each of the Years, higher feelings of 

preparedness correlated with higher feelings of fairness, with a much greater sensitivity in Year 1 

(OR = 3.80 in Year 1, 1.28 in Year 2).  The effect in Year 2 was not statistically significant at a 

95 % confidence interval.  When the data was combined and Year was used as a categorical 

variable, the OR for the effect of the difference in Year was 0.19.  This indicated that the odds of 

a student in Year 2 rating the fairness of their midterm were 0.19 higher than that of a 

comparably prepared student in Year 1.  Or, more intuitively, the odds of a Year 1 student 

reporting a higher fairness were 5.20 times greater than a comparably prepared student in Year 2. 
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Table 3.8.1.1 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on their 

preparedness ratings. 

Year n OR Standard Error p-value 

1 533 3.80 0.56 <.001 

2 573 1.28 0.17 .067 

 

Table 3.8.1.2 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on their 

preparedness ratings, using Year as a categorical variable. 

 OR Standard Error p-value 

Preparedness Influence 2.17 0.21 <.001 

Year 2 vs Year 1 0.19 0.02 <.001 

n = 1106, pseudo R2 = 0.11, p < .0001 

 Further analysis of the regression results of fairness ratings on preparedness ratings 

showed that the parallel lines assumption of the ordered logit model assumption was violated by 

this data (Brant test26: χ2 (N = 1106) = 67.17, p < .001 for the pooled chemistry regression 

results).  Thus, each of the logistic curves from Completely Unfair to Unfair, Unfair to Fair, and 

Fair to Completely Fair had to be analyzed separately.  The sensitivity of fairness ratings to 

 
26A Brant test is reported as χ2 (N = number of data points) = χ2 value, p = p-value.  The χ2

 value, 

in combination with the sample size, allowed for the calculation of the probability that the 

observed data (or more extreme data) could be observed by chance (i.e. if the parallel lines 

assumption were met). 
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preparedness ratings was different between students who rated themselves as prepared compared 

to those who did not.  These results (which mirror Table 3.8.1.1 and Table 3.8.1.2) are shown in 

Table 3.8.1.3 and Table 3.8.1.4.  In these, each span (e.g. fairness ratings between Completely 

Unfair to Unfair, or Fair to Completely Fair) was analyzed separately and is described by its own 

OR.  There were two variables for each span: i) Preparation, which describes the sensitivity of 

fairness ratings on preparedness ratings, and ii) Intercept, which describes the odds of a 

reportedly Completely Unprepared student selecting the fairer option in the span (or fairer). 
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Table 3.8.1.3 – Generalized ordered logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on 

their preparedness ratings for chemistry courses Year 1 and 2.  N (for span) gives the number of 

students who selected [the lower fairness outcome] then [the higher fairness outcome]. 

Year 

(Ntotal) 

Span 

N (for 

span) 

Variable OR 

Standard 

Error 

p-value 

1 

(533) 

Completely Unfair-

Unfair 

2-41 

Preparation 1.07 1.19 .95 

Intercept 228 531 .02 

Unfair-Fair 41-241 

Preparation 2.00 0.46 .003 

Intercept 3.01 1.34 .013 

Fair-Completely Fair 241-252 

Preparation 5.08 0.92 <.001 

Intercept 0.031 1.34 <.001 

2 

(573) 

Completely Unfair-

Unfair 

21-150 

Preparation 1.09 0.41 .80 

Intercept 22.06 16.31 <.001 

Unfair-Fair 150-326 

Preparation 0.90 0.14 .49 

Intercept 2.88 0.90 0.001 

Fair-Completely Fair 326-79 

Preparation 2.81 0.61 <.001 

Intercept 0.018 0.0092 <.001 
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Table 3.8.1.4 – Generalized ordered logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on 

their preparedness ratings, using Year as a categorical variable.  The difference between the two 

years (Year 2 vs Year 1) had a constant effect across fairness spans (i.e. abided by the parallel 

lines assumption) and therefore has only one reported OR. 

Span 

N (for 

span) 

Variable OR 

Standard 

Error 

p-value 

Completely Unfair-

Unfair 

23-191 

Preparation 1.17 0.41 .66 

Intercept 111 79.6 <.001 

Unfair-Fair 191-567 

Preparation 1.16 0.15 .24 

Intercept 9.10 2.55 <.001 

Fair-Completely 

Fair 

567-331 

Preparation 3.90 0.52 <.001 

Intercept 0.051 0.015 <.001 

Complete 1112 

Year 2 vs 

Year 1 

0.19 0.03 <.001 

 

The relationship between fairness ratings and preparedness ratings were inconsistent and 

generally weak among students who rated the midterm either Completely Unfair or Unfair.  In 

three of the four comparisons, the relationship was not significant.  This largely explains the 

nebulous predictive power that preparedness ratings had among Year 2 students in Table 3.8.1.3.  

First, more students who rated their midterms as Unfair or lower in Year 2, which weakened the 

correlation.  Second, the effect size of the relationship was still weaker for students in Year 2, 

even among strictly those who rated their midterms as Fair or Completely Fair. 
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This same relationship was strong and significant among the students who rated their 

midterms as Fair or Completely Fair.   In both years, increased preparedness ratings correlated 

with increased fairness ratings.  Some of this effect can be explained by the traits of the student, 

rather than that of the evaluation.  A student who sees value in a midterm is more likely to 

prepare adequately and would go into the midterm with the prior assumption that the midterm 

would be fair because of that perceived value.  Some of this correlation may also be explained by 

the students receiving high grades acting as a cause for both feelings of preparedness and 

fairness.  The directions and pathways of causality are unclear, though.  For deeper discussion on 

this, see Section 3.11.1. 

The weaker correlation between these variables for students who rated the midterms as 

Unfair or worse could have been caused by conflicting factors.  First, as outlined above, there is 

likely some causation from grades received or traits of the students.  However, students who did 

not feel prepared for the midterm would also be more likely to select an answer that they would 

assume to be more in-line with their peers (either a tendency to the perceived default, or 

acquiescence bias).  Among students who rated their midterms as Unfair or worse, these factors 

seemed to exist in approximately equal magnitude.   

 In summary, preparedness ratings generally correlated positively with fairness ratings, 

though these correlations were only significant in predicting whether a student would rate the 

midterm as Fair versus Completely Fair.  The predictive powers of preparedness ratings were 

stronger in the Year 1 cohort, where there were more students who rated their midterms as Fair 

or Completely fair. 
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3.8.2. Effect of Preparedness on Fairness Perceptions – Chemistry in 

Context 

The preparedness ratings across all areas were relatively similar: most students 

considered themselves to be Prepared.  In chemistry and biology, similar numbers of students 

rated themselves as Unprepared as Completely Prepared.  In economics and psychology, more 

students rated themselves as Unprepared than Completely Prepared.  These results are shown in 

Figure 3.8.2.1. 
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Figure 3.8.2.1 – Comparison of preparedness ratings between different areas across two years.  

 The strength of the relationship between fairness ratings and preparedness ratings varied 

between the areas, but preparedness ratings never had a very large correlation strength with 

fairness: the amount of variance in fairness ratings that were explained by changes in 

preparedness ratings centred around 5 %. 
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 The sensitivity of fairness ratings on preparedness ratings showed similar trends in three 

of the four areas.  In chemistry and economics courses, students who rated the midterm as Fair to 

Completely Unfair considered preparedness differently when deciding on a fairness rating.  For 

these students, there was very little correlation (statistically insignificant and/or a small effect 

size) between fairness and preparedness ratings for students choosing between Completely 

Unfair vs Unfair, or Unfair vs Fair.  In essence, this behaviour that was discussed for chemistry 

students in the previous section is also true for economics students. 

 The magnitude of the ORs varied considerably through the courses.  Considering only the 

bolded values from Table 3.8.2.1 (the ORs for only the fairest span, or the overall OR if the 

parallel lines assumption was met), it is difficult to draw any area-wide conclusions.  While the 

differences between areas were all statistically significant (p < .05), it would be overzealous to 

assign area-specific properties with this much variation and such a small number of courses 

inside each area.  Additionally, there was never a significant correlation between fairness and 

preparedness ratings students in psychology classes.27 

 

  

 
27 This lack of correlation was true for both midterms individually in psyc Year 2, and for the 

pooled data (the latter of which is shown in Table 3.8.2.1). 
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Table 3.8.2.1 – Generalized ordered logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on 

their preparedness ratings for all courses studied.   

 n 
Pseudo 

R2 
Span OR 

Standard 

Error 

p-

value 

Chem Y1 533 0.11 

Completely Unfair-

Unfair 
1.07 1.19 .95 

Unfair-Fair 2 0.46 .003 

Fair-Completely Fair 5.08 0.92 <.001 

Chem Y2 573 0.023 

Completely Unfair-

Unfair 
1.09 0.4 .81 

Unfair-Fair 0.9 0.14 .49 

Fair-Completely Fair 2.81 0.61 <.001 

Biol Y1* 164 0.076 

Brant test    

could not be run 3.38 0.97 <.001 
    

Biol Y2 200 0.10 

N/A: Parallel lines    

assumption was met 4.03 1.05 <.001 
    

Econ C1 323 0.017 

Completely Unfair-

Unfair 
0.91 0.56 .88 

Unfair-Fair 0.85 0.18 .44 

Fair-Completely Fair 2.29 0.68 .005 

Econ C2 243 0.033 

Completely Unfair-

Unfair 
2.94 2.36 .18 

Unfair-Fair 1.03 0.44 .94 

Fair-Completely Fair 2.67 0.82 .001 

Psyc C1 185 0.058 

N/A: Parallel lines    

assumption was met 1.40 0.33 .16 
    

Psyc C2 209 0.0074 

N/A: Parallel lines    

assumption was met 0.68 0.16 .10 

    

*For Year 1 of biology, 0 students rated the midterm as Completely Unfair.  As a result, the 

assumption of parallel lines could not be tested.  A non-generalized ordered linear regression 

model was used for this dataset. 
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 The relationship between fairness and preparedness ratings was limited and somewhat 

weak.  Preparedness ratings were mostly useful in predicting which option a student would select 

between Fair and Completely Fair options in economics, as well as chemistry.  Biology students 

showed relatively consistent consideration for their preparedness, regardless of how fair they 

considered the midterm to be (i.e. the correlation sensitivity did not change with fairness).  There 

was no significant correlation between fairness and preparedness ratings in the two psychology 

courses tested.  
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3.9. Effect of Midterm Difficulty on Fairness Perceptions 

3.9.1. Effect of Midterm Difficulty on Fairness Perceptions – Chemistry  

Ratings of ease for midterms in chemistry ranged from Completely Unchallenging to 

Completely Challenging.  Most students in both Years considered their midterms to be 

Challenging.  Based on the much lower average grade in Year 2, students in Year 2 found their 

midterm much more challenging than students in Year 1.  These results are summarized in 

Figure 3.9.1.128. 

The difference between these years was likely caused by the revision of students’ 

challenge perception after writing their midterms.  This was implied by Year 2 students’ grade 

estimates decreasing dramatically after writing their midterms, whereas Year 1 students’ grade 

estimates did not change significantly.  In Year 1, Ease ratings were strongly correlated with 

initial (and final) grade estimates: β = 6.53, t(513) = 7.29, p < .00129 for pre-midterm estimates, 

and β = 12.17, t(485) = 12.17, p < .001 for post-midterm estimates.  In Year 2, Ease ratings were 

only significantly correlated with post-midterm estimates: β = 1.13, t(514) = 1.13, p = .26 for 

pre-midterm estimates, β = 3.40, t(481) = 2.61, p = 0.009 for post-estimates. 

 
28 Through all analysis, “challenge” was reverse coded (e.g. Completely Challenging was coded 

as 0, Completely Unchallenging as 3) to allow for more straightforward interpretation in 

comparison with other variables.  This reverse-coded variable is referred to as “ease” in this 

work. 

29 These results are from linear regression of grade on ease.  It is reported as β = slope, t(degrees 

of freedom) = t-value, p = p-value.  The effect size is β, the indication of statistical significance 

is given with p.  
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Figure 3.9.1.1 – Comparison of students’ ratings of how challenging their midterms were.  The 

Year 1 students (M=1.28, SD = 0.58, n = 527) felt their midterm was easier than the Year 2 

students (M = 0.95, SD = 0.54, n = 569), which was significant based on a Mann-Whitney test 

(U = 9.5, p < .001). 

The strength of the relationship between fairness and ease ratings were different between 

Years (see Figure 3.9.1.1 for ORs).  Both years showed a trend of greater ease correlating with 

greater fairness ratings, and this effect was more pronounced among Year 1 students.  When this 

data was pooled and Year was used as a categorical variable (see Table 3.9.1.2), the OR for the 

difference between the years was 0.25.  This indicates that a Year 1 student had 4 times the odds 

to rate their midterm as fairer than a Year 2 student who rated the midterm as identically 

challenging. 
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Table 3.9.1.1 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on their ease 

ratings. 

Year n OR Standard Error p-value 

1 527 5.63 1.03 <.001 

2 569 2.00 0.33 <.001 

 

Table 3.9.1.2 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on their ease 

ratings, using Year as a categorical variable. 

 OR Standard Error p-value 

Ease Influence 3.28 0.39 <.001 

Year 2 vs Year 1 0.25 0.033 <.001 

n = 1096, pseudo R2 = 0.12, p < .0001 

 The impact of the perception of midterm ease decreased (but remained significant) even 

when assigned grades were considered for both Years.  A student with the same grades (within 

the same year) who rated the exam as one point less challenging would have had 2.11 times the 

odds of rating the midterm as fairer than the average student who rated the midterm as one point 

more challenging. 
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Table 3.9.1.3 – Ordinal logistic regression of students’ fairness ratings on their ease ratings and 

grade, using Year as a categorical variable. 

 OR Standard Error p-value 

Ease Influence 2.11 0.26 <.001 

Grade 1.066 0.0049 <.001 

Year 2 vs Year 1 0.47 0.067 <.001 

 

In summary, students who rated their midterms as more challenging tended to rate the 

midterms as also being less fair.  This effect was more pronounced among the students in Year 1, 

who generally rated their midterms as less challenging.  The significant inverse correlation 

between fairness and midterm challenge persisted for both Years when grades were controlled 

for, although the magnitude of the correlation decreased.  
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3.9.2. Effect of Midterm Difficulty on Fairness Perceptions – Chemistry in 

Context 

The challenge ratings across most areas were similar: in all cases, the plurality of students 

rated their midterms as challenging.  Chemistry was roughly in the middle of the pack: students 

in biology and psychology tended to find their midterms easier, whereas students in economics 

found their midterms slightly more challenging.  These results are summarized in Table 3.9.2.1. 

  

  

Table 3.9.2.1 – Comparison of ease ratings between different areas across two years. 
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The strength of the relationship between fairness ratings and ease ratings varied 

dramatically between courses.  In all courses, higher ease ratings correlated with higher fairness 

ratings, usually with substantial effect sizes (ORs from 2.00-5.63, Table 3.9.2.2).  After 

controlling for the effect of grade on fairness perception (Table 3.9.2.3), the unique effect from 

feeling of ease decreased, though was still significant for most of the courses (and was 

significant in the pooled data). 

Table 3.9.2.2 – Summary of effects of midterm ease on fairness ratings.  Higher ORs correspond 

to greater odds of a student selecting a higher fairness rating. 

 n Pseudo R2 OR Standard Error p-value 

Chem Y1 527 0.11 5.63 1.03 <.001 

Chem Y2 569 0.015 2.00 0.33 <.001 

Biol Y1 166 0.096 5.77 2.11 <.001 

Biol Y2 200 0.046 2.81 0.77 <.001 

Econ C1 322 0.058 4.03 0.95 <.001 

Econ C2 241 0.054 3.72 1.05 <.001 

Psyc C1 182 0.051 2.99 0.80 <.001 

Psyc C2 208 0.019 2.06 0.57 .008 
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Table 3.9.2.3 – Summary of effects of midterm ease on fairness ratings after controlling for 

grades. 

 n OR Standard Error p-value 

Chem Y1 527 3.21 0.64 <.001 

Chem Y2 569 1.62 0.26 .003 

Biol Y1 166 2.58 1.05 .02 

Biol Y2 200 1.48 0.46 .20 

Econ C1 322 2.44 0.62 <.001 

Econ C2 241 2.09 0.64 .017 

Psyc C1 182 1.95 0.57 .023 

Psyc C2 208 1.63 0.48 .10 

 

In summary, ease ratings correlated with fairness ratings for those midterms in all 

courses, with all instances showing that more challenging midterms correlated with lower 

fairness ratings.  Midterm challenge accounted for 7.6 % of the variance in fairness ratings 

across all students, and for 1.9-11 % within individual courses.  This effect persisted after grades 

were controlled for in the pooled data, and for most of the individual courses.  Overall, the effect 

of midterm challenge was a somewhat weak, but consistent predictor of midterm fairness ratings. 
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3.10. Effect of Conceptual Alignment (Representativeness) on Fairness 

Perceptions 

3.10.1. Effect of Conceptual Alignment (Representativeness) on 

Fairness Perceptions – Chemistry  

Students were asked how representative they thought their midterm was in terms of 

alignment with the subject matter as covered by the course work.  Their answers ranged from 

Completely Unrepresentative to Completely Representative (coded from 0 to 3, respectively).   

This representativeness variable had the greatest variation out of the three survey predictive 

variables in this study (difficulty, preparation, and representativeness).  A distribution of 

students’ responses is shown below in Figure 3.10.1.1 for Year 1 and 2 students in chemistry. 
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Figure 3.10.1.1 – Comparison of students’ ratings of how representative their midterms were of 

the course.  The Year 1 students (M=2.30, SD = 0.62, n = 533) felt that their midterm was more 

representative of the course than the Year 2 students (M = 1.87, SD = 0.68, n = 570), which was 

significant based on a Mann-Whitney test (U = 10.3, p < .001). 

There was a large difference in representativeness ratings between the two Years of 

students.  Students in Year 2 reported, on average, a much lower representativeness than their 

cohort in Year 1.  The difference in means was 0.42, considerably larger than the other predictive 

variables in this work: Year 2 students rated their preparation as 0.12 points lower and the 

difficulty of their midterm to be 0.33 points greater than Year 1 students. 
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The strength of the relationship between fairness and representativeness ratings was 

greater than the other predictive survey variables studied (see Table 3.10.1.1).  Also, unlike the 

other predictive survey variables, the effect of representativeness increased in Year 2: in Year 1, 

it accounted for 17 % of the variance in fairness ratings; 22 % in Year 2. 

Table 3.10.1.1 – Original logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on their 

representativeness ratings. 

Year n OR Standard Error Pseudo R2 p-value 

1 533 7.08 1.17 0.17 <.001 

2 570 10.25 1.60 0.22 <.001 

 

When Year was used as a categorical variable, it was found to have an OR of 0.28 (see 

Table 3.10.1.2).  This indicated that Year 2 students would have 3.5 times greater odds to rate 

their midterm as fairer than a student who assigned the same representativeness score, but who 

was in Year 1.  Combined, the representativeness ratings and Year accounted for 22 % of the 

variance in the fairness ratings across chemistry. 

Table 3.10.1.2 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ fairness ratings on their 

representativeness ratings, using Year as a categorical variable. 

 OR Standard Error p-value 

Representative Influence 8.63 0.98 <.001 

Year 2 vs Year 1 0.28 0.039 <.001 

N = 1103, Pseudo R2 = 0.22, p < .0001 
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Based on the difference in ORs, it was clear that students in Year 2 considered 

representativeness in a different way than Year 1 students.  To determine whether this was a 

shifting difference (like degrees Celsius to Kelvin) or also a difference in slope30 (like degrees 

Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit), another regression was done including a factor for the interaction 

of representativeness and Year (Table 3.10.1.3).  This value would represent a change in this 

slope. 

Table 3.10.1.3 – Ordinal logistic regression results of students’ ratings of fairness on their 

representativeness ratings, using Year as a categorical variable, and the interaction effect 

between representativeness and Year. 

 OR Standard Error p-value 

Representativeness Influence 7.74 1.23 <0.001 

Year 2 vs Year 1 0.19 0.084 <0.001 

Representativeness-Year Interaction 1.21 0.24 0.335 

n = 1103, Pseudo R2 = 0.26, p < .0001 

Year 2 students considered representativeness differently than Year 1 students in a way 

best described as a shift: the interaction term between representativeness and Year was not 

significant.  This means that for a given change in representativeness, both cohorts would change 

their fairness ratings the same amount.  However, for the same absolute value of 

representativeness, the two cohorts would report different fairness ratings, on average. 

 
30 More precisely, the coefficient of the log odds term.  
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Representativeness had the greatest correlation with fairness ratings out of all the 

predictive survey variables, with greater ratings of representativeness corresponding to greater 

fairness ratings.  It was the only predictive variable to increase significantly from Year 1 to Year 

2. 

3.10.2. Effect of Conceptual Alignment (Representativeness) on 

Fairness Perceptions – Chemistry in Context 

The representativeness ratings were generally positive across all courses studied, with 68-

93 % of students rating their midterms as representative or completely representative.  Five 

course offerings had very high percentages of students who rated their midterms as 

representative or better: both biology Years, both psychology classes, and Year 1 of chemistry all 

had 91 % or more students selecting these options. 

The qualitative student feedback gave some insight on this dichotomous finding: the 

effect of dedicated midterm practice materials.  Excluding the second Course of psychology 

(which was a second-year course), all of these courses had provided to students either dedicated 

midterm reviews (psychology, biology), previous midterms, or both (chemistry).  The courses 

offerings that were judged to be less representative either did not distribute designated midterm 

practice (economics) or worse, students judged the provided practice material to be unaligned 

with the midterm that they wrote (chemistry, Year 2). 
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Figure 3.10.2.1 – Comparison of representativeness ratings between different areas across two 

years. 

Fairness showed the greatest sensitivity to representativeness across all courses studied 

compared to any other survey prediction variable (see Table 3.10.2.1).  There were still 

considerable differences in this sensitivity between the courses and areas.  The ORs for natural 

science courses were greater than those in social science courses.  Simply comparing the ORs 

using a t-test shows a borderline-significant difference value (the difference in OR means for 

natural vs social sciences was 4.9, resulting in t(6) = 2.8, p = .03).  When this difference (natural 
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or social science) was added as a categorical variable and a similar regression was run (a more 

appropriate analysis), the effect of the new variable had an OR of 0.86, with a standard error of 

0.07 (p = .09).  In any event, this potential effect was only based on 8 different courses and was 

only considered due to the results of an initial analysis (a sin of statistics) and should only be 

considered a starting point for additional research. 

Table 3.10.2.1 – Summary of effects of representativeness on fairness ratings.  Higher ORs 

correspond to greater odds of a student selecting a higher fairness rating. 

 n Pseudo R2 OR Standard Error p-value 

Chem Y1 533 0.17 7.08 1.17 <.001 

Chem Y2 570 0.22 10.25 1.60 <.001 

Biol Y1 165 0.29 14.31 4.82 <.001 

Biol Y2 201 0.25 11.09 3.25 <.001 

Econ C1 323 0.16 5.44 1.01 <.001 

Econ C2 242 0.18 7.45 1.87 <.001 

Psyc C1 183 0.17 7.00 1.96 <.001 

Psyc C2 210 0.06 3.20 0.81 <.001 

 

 In summary, the effect of representativeness is always positive: midterms rated as more 

representative of the course material were also rated as fairer.  This correlation was significant at 

p < .001 for every course studied and was the best predictor of exam fairness of the three survey 

variables for each course. 
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3.11. Combined Components of Fairness 

3.11.1. Combined Components of Fairness – Chemistry 

This section compares the relative effects of grade, representativeness, challenge, and 

preparation on fairness ratings.  Specifically, it analyzes the unique and overlapping effects of 

each variable on fairness.  When an effect is described as, “controlling for other variables,” the 

reported effect is only the unique effect of the variable under consideration.  For example, Figure 

3.11.1.1 shows the two predictive powers of test representativeness and grade on fairness ratings.    

In chemistry, assigned grades predicted 18.6 % of the variance in fairness ratings, 

representativeness ratings predicted 22.1 % of the fairness ratings.  Combined they only 

predicted 31.4 % of the variance in fairness ratings (9.3 % overlap).  To determine how much 

total and unique influence was caused by each predictor variable, they were all regressed 

together against fairness (Table 3.11.1.1).  The correlation strength between fairness ratings and 

assigned grade decreased somewhat (ORs were 1.071 for Year 1 and 1.075 for Year 2, without 

controlling for other variables), but remained consistently significant.  The greater drop in the 

OR for Grade in Year 1 indicated that it had more overlap with other predictor variables in Year 

1.  Comparing regression coefficients of Grade against the other predictor variables, Grade 

showed more overlap with Preparation and Ease in Year 1 than Year 2.  In other words, these 

weak predictors (Preparation and Ease) had a stronger relationship with Grade in Year 1 than 

Year 2.  Representativeness was the opposite, having a stronger relationship with Grade in Year 

2. 
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As discussed in Section 3.4, practically all of the impact of “grade surprise” (assigned 

grade - predicted grade, before writing the midterm) overlapped with Grade.  Other grade 

estimates similarly overlapped with Grade, so none of these were included in the below 

regression. 

 

Figure 3.11.1.1 – Illustration of the predictive powers of representativeness and assigned grade 

on fairness variance. 

The correlation strength between fairness ratings and assigned grade decreased somewhat 

(ORs were 1.071 for Year 1 and 1.075 for Year 2, without controlling for other variables), but 

remained consistently significant.  The greater drop in the OR for Grade in Year 1 indicated that 

it had more overlap with other predictor variables in Year 1.  Comparing regression coefficients 

of Grade against the other predictor variables, Grade showed more overlap with Preparation and 

Ease in Year 1 than Year 2.  In other words, these weak predictors (Preparation and Ease) had a 
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stronger relationship with Grade in Year 1 than Year 2.  Representativeness was the opposite, 

having a stronger relationship with Grade in Year 2. 

Table 3.11.1.1 – Summary of correlations between fairness ratings against assigned grade, 

preparation, ease, and representativeness for chemistry courses Year 1 and Year 2. 

Year 

n 

(Pseudo R2) 

Variable OR Standard Error p-value 

1 

525 

(0.27) 

Grade 1.044 0.0079 <.001 

Preparation 1.33 0.25 .125 

Ease 2.29 0.48 <.001 

Representativeness 4.45 0.81 <.001 

2 

563 

(0.28) 

Grade 1.061 0.0078 <.001 

Preparation 0.76 0.12 .073 

Ease 1.17 0.20 .37 

Representativeness 7.90 0.12 <.001 

Pooled 

1088 

(0.32) 

Grade 1.063 0.0053 <.001 

Preparation 0.89 0.10 .31 

Ease 1.68 0.22 <.001 

Representativeness 6.42 2.18 <.001 

The correlation between fairness and preparation ratings was generally insignificant when 

other variables were controlled for.  However, the correlation and significance of fairness and 

preparedness ratings continued to depend on which slice of students were being considered.  

Similarly to the uncontrolled results, preparedness significance was only consistently present 
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among students deciding between rating their midterms as Fair or Completely Fair.  These 

results are summarized in Table 3.11.1.2. 

Table 3.11.1.2 – Summary of ORs from ordinally regressing fairness ratings on preparedness 

ratings for two years of the same chemistry course, while controlling for assigned midterm grade, 

representativeness ratings, and challenge ratings. 

Year (n) Span OR Standard Error p-value 

1 

(525) 

Completely Unfair-Unfair 0.27 0.33 .28 

Unfair-Fair 0.55 0.16 .046 

Fair-Completely Fair 1.88 0.41 .004 

2 

(563) 

Completely Unfair-Unfair 0.86 0.34 .70 

Unfair-Fair 0.49 0.10 <.001 

Fair-Completely Fair 1.49 0.39 .13 

Pooled 

(1088) 

Completely Unfair-Unfair 0.69 0.26 .33 

Unfair-Fair 0.49 0.077 <.001 

Fair-Completely Fair 1.59 0.26 .004 

 

 For students choosing between rating their midterm as Completely Unfair or Unfair, 

preparedness did not have a strong correlation with their decision.  This may be due to truly 

negligible correlation between those variables, and/or a matter of sample size: of the 1088 

students considered in this analysis, only 23 (2 %) rated their midterm as Completely Unfair. 
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More interesting was the consistent discrepancy between the direction of the effect of 

preparedness on fairness ratings.  For students deciding between Unfair and Fair ratings, both 

years showed that a higher preparedness correlated with a lower fairness rating. This contrasted 

with students deciding between Fair and Completely Fair ratings, whose preparedness ratings 

correlated positively with fairness ratings (although this correlation was not significant in Year 

2). 

This trend observed among students who rated their midterms as Unfair-Fair may have 

been due to students who rated themselves as more prepared feeling more entitled to judging the 

fairness of their midterms negatively, rather than rate with a perceived default score or through 

acquiescence bias.  The trend of higher preparedness ratings correlating with higher fairness 

ratings among students who rated their midterms as Fair-Completely Fair may have been caused 

by the traits of the students, not the midterms.  Students who see value in midterms are more 

likely to see them as fair and more likely to prepare aptly for them.  In the opposite case, a 

student who feels that midterms are not valuable are unlikely to rate their midterm as fair, 

regardless of the particulars of their midterm.  They are also less likely to prepare aptly for them.  

The correlation between ease and fairness ratings was only significant for Year 1, and the 

pooled data.  This was different than in the uncontrolled and performance-controlled (where only 

assigned grade was controlled for) cases, where perceptions of easier midterms were positively 

correlated with fairness perceptions for both Years.  In those cases, ease had ORs of 5.63, 2.00 

(for Year 1 and 2 without controlling for grade) and 3.21, 1.62 (controlling for grade).  The large 

decrease in the unique predictive power of ease for Year 1 is caused by large overlaps with both 
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representativeness (OR = 2.60, z(523) = 5.69, p < .001)31 and preparation (OR = 2.90, z(523) = 

6.51, p < .001).  This is dramatically different in Year 2, where there is much less overlap with 

representativeness (OR = 1.85, z(561) = 4.40, p < .001) and no significant overlap with 

preparation (OR = 1.02, z(551) = 0.12, p = .90).  This final result is particularly surprising: there 

is no significant correlation between how challenging students felt the midterm was with how 

prepared they felt they were for Year 2 (despite them feeling that Year 2’s midterm was more 

challenging).  Based on the previously reported quantitative and qualitative analysis, this 

additional difficulty largely stemmed from the lacking representativeness of Year 2’s midterm of 

the course/preparation material. 

 Representativeness was consistently and strongly correlated with fairness ratings, despite 

decreasing substantially when other variables were controlled for (initially 7.08 for Year 1 and 

10.25 for Year 2, without controlling for other variables).  Both these ORs decreased by similar 

amounts after controlling for additional variables, but for different reasons.  In Year 1, 

representativeness ratings positively and significantly overlapped with all other predictor 

variables (OR = 2.21 for ease, 1.79 for preparation, and 1.023, all p ≤ .001).  In Year 2, the 

correlations with ease and preparedness were weaker (OR = 1.65, z(561) = 3.05, p = .002 for 

ease and OR = 0.93, z(561) = -0.48. p = .63 for preparation) while the correlation with grade was 

stronger (OR = 1.054, z(561) = 8.22, p < .001).  This indicated that when students performed 

worse on a test than they imagined, the bulk of their fairness rationale fell to how representative 

 
31 These “overlaps” are correlations, as calculated by ordinal logistic regression, and ORs are 

calculated in the same way as previously.  The p values here represent the probability of such 

correlation (or greater) being due to chance. 
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they felt the midterm was of the course material (and away from how prepared they felt, or how 

challenging they felt the midterm was).  

 To better compare the magnitude of the ORs of representativeness ratings and assigned 

grade on fairness ratings, the data were standardized (the mean of each dataset centred at 0, the 

standard deviation set to 1).  This removed the complicating factor of the different scales 

between the variables.  These results are shown in Table 3.11.1.3.  Note that for each group, the 

standardization was completely within that group.  For example, when regressing for only 

chemistry Year 1, the relevant mean and standard deviation used to standardize the data was only 

from chemistry Year 1.  For the pooled data, the mean and standard deviation from chemistry 

Year 1 and Year 2 were combined, etc. 
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Table 3.11.1.3 – Summary of standardized correlations between fairness ratings against assigned 

grade, preparation, ease, and representativeness for chemistry courses Year 1 and Year 2. 

Year 
n 

(Pseudo R2) 
Variable OR Standard Error p-value 

1 
525 

(0.27) 

Grade 2.061 0.26 <.001 

Preparation 1.21 0.15 .125 

Ease 1.62 0.20 <.001 

Representativeness 2.53 0.29 <.001 

2 
563 

(0.28) 

Grade 2.47 0.28 <.001 

Preparation 0.84 0.082 .073 

Ease 1.087 0.10 .37 

Representativeness 4.12 0.47 <.001 

Pooled 
1088 

(0.32) 

Grade 2.99 0.27 <.001 

Preparation 0.93 0.069 .31 

Ease 1.35 0.10 <.001 

Representativeness 3.60 0.30 <.001 

 

 The standardized regression shows the relative correlations clearly: representativeness 

ratings correlate more strongly to fairness ratings than assigned grade.  This is true for both 

individual Years and the pooled data. 
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This finding is particularly powerful for two reasons.  First, the causal direction between 

grades and fairness perceptions is strongly bidirectional.  It is easy to imagine a student rating a 

midterm as fair because they performed well on it (grade affecting fairness).  However, one can 

similarly imagine a student performing well on a midterm because the midterm was fair (fairness 

affecting grade)32.  The more unidirectional causal direction of representativeness to fairness is 

stronger than the incentive-based and validity-based correlations of grade with fairness. 

 In summary, assigned midterm grade and test representativeness were the two greatest 

predictors of fairness ratings, in terms of effect size and consistency of correlation significance 

after controlling for all relevant variables in this study.  The correlation of fairness ratings with 

preparedness and ease ratings were inconsistent.  In both Years, the relationship between 

preparedness changed the sign of its influence: for students who felt the midterm was Fair or 

worse, more prepared students tended to assign worse fairness grades; for students who felt the 

midterm was Fair or better, more prepared students tended to assign better fairness grades.  

Midterm ease was only a significant predictor in Year 1, where the grades were generally higher. 

  

 
32 A discussion of this bidirectionality can be found in Section 1.2.3. 
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3.11.1.1. Combined Components of Fairness – Chemistry in Context 

To deconvolute the overlapping effects of predictor variables, fairness ratings were 

regressed on a model considering all the relevant predictor variables for all areas.  These results, 

with comparisons to the ORs in the uncontrolled cases, are shown in Table 3.11.1.1.2 for each 

course and Table 3.11.1.1.2 for each area.  The ORs of the three survey variables 

(Representativeness, Preparedness and Ease) can all be compared between courses and areas, and 

to each other.  The ORs describing the relationship between fairness ratings and Grade should 

only be compared between courses and areas – Grade was on a different scale (0 – 100 %) and 

therefore should not be compared to the survey variables. 
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Table 3.11.1.1.1 – Summary of correlations between fairness ratings against assigned grade, 

preparation, ease, and representativeness across all courses.  Standard errors, p-values, n, and 

pseudo R2 values all correspond to the controlled ORs. 

Course 

n 

(Pseudo R2) 

Variable 
OR 

(uncontrolled) 

OR 

(controlled) 

Standard 

Error 

p-

value 

Chem Y1 

525 

(0.27) 

Grade 1.071 1.044 0.0079 <.001 

Preparation 3.80 1.33 0.25 .13 

Ease 5.63 2.29 0.48 <.001 

Representativeness 7.08 4.45 0.81 <.001 

Chem Y2 

563 

(0.28) 

Grade 1.075 1.061 0.0079 <.001 

Preparation 1.28× 0.76 0.12 .073 

Ease 2.00 1.17 0.20 .37 

Representativeness 10.25 7.90 1.32 <.001 

Biol Y1 

163 

(0.40) 

Grade 1.11 1.096 0.028 <.001 

Preparation 3.38 0.66 0.31 .38 

Ease 5.77 2.01 0.93 .13 

Representativeness 14.31 10.90 4.09 <.001 

Biol Y2 

197 

(0.30) 

Grade 1.075 1.039 0.017 .018 

Preparation 4.03 1.71 0.58 .12 

Ease 2.81 1.26 0.44 .51 

Representativeness 11.09 7.84 2.46 <.001 

Econ C1 

320 

(0.26) 

Grade 1.088 1.077 0.013 <.001 

Preparation 1.16× 0.45 0.10 <.001 

Ease 4.03 2.16 0.60 .005 

Representativeness 5.44 3.93 0.80 <.001 

Econ C2 

240 

(0.26) 

Grade 1.11 1.074 0.018 <.001 

Preparation 2.01 1.047 0.29 .87 

Ease 3.72 1.68 0.54 .11 

Representativeness 7.45 5.22 1.39 <.001 

Psyc C1 

179 

(0.24) 

Grade 1.062 1.059 0.017 <.001 

Preparation 1.40× 0.63 0.20 .15 

Ease 2.99 1.76 0.58 .086 

Representativeness 7.00 5.88 1.75 <.001 

Psyc C2 

207 

(0.092) 

Grade 1.033 1.031 0.015 .034 

Preparation 0.68× 0.54 0.14 .014 

Ease 2.06 1.31 0.40 .87 

Representativeness 3.20 2.77 0.73 <.001 

Not significant at p < .05 
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Table 3.11.1.1.2 – Summary of correlations between fairness ratings against assigned grade, 

preparation, ease, and representativeness across all areas.  Standard errors, p-values, n, and 

pseudo R2 values all correspond to the controlled ORs.  

Area n 

(Pseudo 

R2) 

Variable 

OR 

(uncontrolled) 

OR 

(controlled) 

Standard 

Error 

p-

value 

Chem 

1088 

(0.32) 

Grade 1.083 1.063 0.0053 <.001 

Preparation 2.24 0.89× 0.10 .31 

Ease 4.33 1.68 0.22 <.001 

Representativeness 9.83 6.42 2.18 <.001 

Biol 

360 

(0.34) 

Grade 1.088 1.056 0.014 <.001 

Preparation 3.72 1.26× 0.34 .39 

Ease 3.70 1.45× 0.40 .18 

Representativeness 12.52 9.18 2.19 <.001 

Econ 

560 

(0.27) 

Grade 1.10 1.078 0.010 <.001 

Preparation 1.43 0.62 .11 .006 

Ease 4.33 1.92 0.40 .002 

Representativeness 6.60 4.41 0.71 <.001 

Psyc 

386 

(0.15) 

Grade 1.046 1.044 0.010 <.001 

Preparation 0.97× 0.60 0.12 .009 

Ease 2.46 1.47× 0.32 .073 

Representativeness 4.60 3.85 0.75 <.001 

× Not significant at p < .05 
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 For most courses, assigned grade had substantial overlap with other predictor variables.  

This manifested as a drop in OR when other variables were being controlled for.  As discussed in 

the previous section, chemistry courses saw more overlap of representativeness with grade in 

Year 2 (when the assigned grades were lower and fairness ratings were generally lower).  This 

potential trend did not seem to continue with other courses – economics courses were the most 

similar to chemistry Year 2 (students typically received worse grades than expected), but the 

relationship between fairness and representativeness was weak (compared to other course).  This 

theory will be further tested later in this section. 

 After controlling for other variables, the correlation between fairness and preparedness 

became more complex.  In each course, controlling for other variables caused there to be a 

decrease in the positive effect of preparedness on fairness.  All courses showed this dramatic 

drop. 

 Like in chemistry, students who rated their midterms to have varying degrees of fairness 

considered preparation in substantially different ways for most other courses as well.  For 

completely pooled data, the parallel lines p-values33 test results were .077 for assigned grade, .99 

for ease, .24 for representativeness, and <.001 for preparation.  Therefore, the correlation 

between fairness and preparedness ratings was analyzed for each fairness span (see Table 

3.11.1.1.3). 

  

 
33 A high value for this test indicates that students in different fairness spans consider this 

variable similarly. 
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Table 3.11.1.1.3 – Summary of ORs from ordinally regressing fairness ratings on preparedness 

ratings, while controlling for assigned midterm grade, representativeness ratings, and challenge 

ratings.  Biology was individually excluded because 0 students rated the midterms as Completely 

Unfair but is included in the All Courses section. 

Year (n) Span OR Standard Error p-value 

Chem 

(1088) 

Completely Unfair-Unfair 0.69 0.26 .33 

Unfair-Fair 0.49 0.077 <.001 

Fair-Completely Fair 1.59 0.26 .004 

Econ 

(560) 

Completely Unfair-Unfair 0.61 0.29 .30 

Unfair-Fair 0.36 0.090 <.001 

Fair-Completely Fair 1.081 0.27 .76 

Psyc× 

(386) 

Completely Unfair-Unfair 0.14 0.011 <.001 

Unfair-Fair 0.45 0.15 .015 

Fair-Completely Fair 0.68 0.15 .08 

All 

courses 

(2394) 

Completely Unfair-Unfair 0.58 0.0041 .056 

Unfair-Fair 0.42 0.050 <.001 

Fair-Completely Fair 1.21 0.13 .063 

×The differences in the ORs were not significant for the psychology courses 

 As discussed in the previous section, chemistry students deciding between Completely 

Unfair and Unfair, or Unfair and Fair became likelier to select the less fair option if they felt 

more prepared.  This trend was also observed in the other courses.  Furthermore, increased 

preparation had the largest (negative) effect on the decision between Unfair and Fair ratings.  
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This span of students not only had the most extreme OR (with students deciding between Unfair 

and Fair having a 2.38 times greater odds of selecting the less fair option if they felt more 

prepared) but it was also the only consistent span of students that were affected by changes in 

preparation. 

 The correlation between ease and fairness was always positive (easier exams correlated 

with higher fairness ratings) but inconsistent in effect size and significance.  It only had a 

significant effect (at p < .05) for chemistry courses, although sample size is a factor to consider 

here: when all three non-chemistry courses were pooled (n = 1306, slightly larger than 

chemistry’s 1088), the OR was 4.55 which had an associated z(1301) = 4.55, p <.001.  In 

essence, when controlling for other variables, the positive correlation of midterm ease on fairness 

ratings was weak. 

 In chemistry courses, it was found that ease overlapped strongly with preparation in Year 

1, but with insignificant overlap in Year 2.  Each pair of courses within an area had one course 

where students tended to receive a higher grade than initially estimated (or an insignificant 

difference), and one where students tended to receive significantly lower grades than initially 

estimated34.  To test this effect in other courses, the differences between students’ assigned 

grades and their initial grade estimates (grade surprise) were used as predictor variables.  The 

overlap of ease with preparation was compared to test if this were likely to be a meaningful 

relationship. 

 
34 This spread between years was still considerably less than the two years of chemistry, which 

had a difference of surprises of 15.6 %.  Biology’s difference was 3.6 %, economics’ 6.6 %, 

psychology’s 4.1 %. 
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Table 3.11.1.1.4 – Comparison of grade surprise (assigned grade minus initial grade estimate) 

and the correlation between ease and preparedness ratings.  Shaded cells represent the higher 

performing Year (relative to their initial expectations) and higher ease/preparedness correlation. 

Course Grade Surprise (%) Ease/preparedness overlap 

Chem Y1 6.49 3.71 

Chem Y2 -9.08 1.07 

Biol Y1 -3.26 5.63 

Biol Y2 -0.37 2.84 

Econ C1 -4.20 2.14 

Econ C2 2.38 1.74 

Psyc C1 -3.28 3.2 

Psyc C2 0.80 1.19 

 

 The trend seen in Table 3.11.1.1.4 illustrates that chemistry was an outlier: all other 

courses showed a greater correlation between ease and preparedness.  It was unlikely that the 

correlation within chemistry was meaningful. 

 Representativeness was consistently and strongly correlated with fairness ratings in all 

courses.  Its overlap with other variables varied from considerable (almost half of its power in 

biology, Year 2) to negligible (both psychology courses). 
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 To better compare the magnitudes of the ORs of the survey variables with grade, the data 

were standardized (Table 3.11.1.1.5 for analysis separated by course, ).  This removed the 

difference in scale between grade and the survey variables: each was set to have a mean of 0 and 

a standard deviation of 1.  In the following, whenever an analysis was run, it was standardized 

within that dataset.  For example, when the regression of biology in Year 1 was run, the mean 

and standard deviation was calculated only among Year 1 biology; when the area of biology was 

run, the mean and standard deviation was calculated for both biology Years combined. 
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Table 3.11.1.1.5 – Summary of standardized ORs between fairness ratings against assigned 

grade, preparation, ease, and representativeness for all courses in this study. 

Course 

n 

(Pseudo R2) 

Variable OR Standard Error p-value 

Chem Y1 

525 

(0.27) 

Grade 2.061 0.26 <.001 

Preparation 1.21× 0.15 .125 

Ease 1.62 0.20 <.001 

Representativeness 2.53 0.29 <.001 

Chem Y2 

563 

(0.28) 

Grade 2.47 0.28 <.001 

Preparation 0.84× 0.082 .073 

Ease 1.087× 0.10 .37 

Representativeness 4.12 0.47 <.001 

Biol Y1 

163 

(0.40) 

Grade 3.51 1.21 <.001 

Preparation 0.77× 0.23 .38 

Ease 1.44× 0.35 .13 

Representativeness 4.65 1.12 <.001 

Biol Y2 

197 

(0.30) 

Grade 1.76 0.42 .018 

Preparation 1.40× 0.30 .12 

Ease 1.14× 0.22 .51 

Representativeness 3.60 0.70 <.001 

Econ C1 

320 

(0.26) 

Grade 2.82 0.46 <.001 

Preparation 0.61 0.086 <.001 

Ease 1.47 0.20 .005 

Representativeness 2.76 0.42 <.001 

Econ C2 

240 

(0.26) 

Grade 2.31 0.45 <.001 

Preparation 1.026× 0.16 .87 

Ease 1.30× 0.21 .11 

Representativeness 2.98 0.53 <.001 

Psyc C1 

179 

(0.24) 

Grade 2.19 0.47 <.001 

Preparation 0.76× 0.15 .15 

Ease 1.37× 0.25 .086 

Representativeness 3.13 0.60 <.001 

Psyc C2 

207 

(0.092) 

Grade 1.45 0.25 .034 

Preparation 0.68 0.11 .014 

Ease 1.15× 0.18 .87 

Representativeness 1.84 0.29 <.001 
× Not significant at p < .05 
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Table 3.11.1.1.6 – Summary of standardized ORs between fairness ratings against assigned 

grade, preparation, ease, and representativeness pooled for all courses in this study. 

n 

(Pseudo R2) 

Variable OR Standard Error p-value 

2394 

(0.29) 

Grade 2.71 0.17 <.001 

Preparation 0.85 0.04 .002 

Ease 1.34 0.69 <.001 

Representativeness 3.33 0.18 <.001 

 

 The standardized regression broadens the conclusion reached, based on the chemistry 

results: representativeness of course content was found to be more important than grades for 7 of 

the 8 courses studied.  The only course that did not show a significantly higher weighting to 

representativeness was the first economics course studied.  In this course, the OR difference 

between assigned grade and representativeness correlated with fairness rating was not 

significant.  The greater strength of the correlation between representativeness and fairness is 

particularly impressive considering the unidirectional causality between these variables, instead 

of the bidirectional causality present between grades and fairness ratings (see Section 1.2.3). 

 After controlling for other variables, correlations of preparedness and ease to fairness 

ratings were generally weak.  The relationship between fairness and preparedness was often 

inconsistent in direction: the most powerful correlations were typically unique to students 

choosing between Unfair and Fair grades, where greater preparedness ratings correlated with less 
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fair ratings.  While higher ease ratings always correlated with higher fairness ratings, the effect 

was typically weak and was only significant in groups with large sample sizes. 

Assigned midterm grade and test representativeness were the two strongest predictors of 

fairness ratings.  Assigned midterm grade was a significant predictor of fairness for every course 

at a p < .05 confidence level; representativeness was at a p < .001 confidence level for every 

course.  Representativeness also had the greatest magnitude of effect on fairness ratings for 7 of 

the 8 courses studied (the exception did not have a significant difference between the effects of 

grade and representativeness). 

3.12. Effect of Test Validity on Fairness Perceptions (Item Response 

Theory) 

The discrimination indices of all questions were calculated and the median discrimination index 

(MDI) was calculated.  MDI gives an average of how well questions were able to separate 

between students who generally performed well on the midterm from those who did not (for a 

deeper explanation, see Section 1.3.6).  This was used as a proxy of the “objective” quality of the 

midterm.  A summary of the median discrimination indices is shown in Table 3.12.1. 
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Table 3.12.1 – Summary of median discrimination indices with fairness, representativeness 

ratings (controlled for other preparedness and ease) and assigned grades for comparison.  Higher 

scores for each variable within a pairwise comparison (e.g. Chem Y1 vs Chem Y2) were shaded. 

Course MDI Fairness Representativeness Grade (%) 

Chem Y1 1.078 2.394 2.306 77.55 

Chem Y2 0.853 1.800 1.881 61.95 

Biol Y1 0.817 2.446 2.361 73.39 

Biol Y2 0.878 2.455 2.428 75.59 

Econ C1 0.782 1.849 1.761 64.19 

Econ C2 0.746 2.189 2.099 71.27 

Psyc C1 0.811 2.232 2.320 69.71 

Psyc C2MT1 0.981 2.381 2.328 75.29 

Psyc C2MT2 0.906 2.096 2.213 73.78 

 

One way of testing the correlation between MDI and fairness (and other variables) is to 

make the comparisons pairwise: between two offerings of the same course (chemistry, biology), 

two related courses (economics, psychology) or two midterms within the same course offering 

(psychology Course 2).  Of these pairwise comparisons, four of the five showed that the midterm 

with a greater MDI had greater average fairness ratings.  The one midterm pair that did not show 

this trend was in economics.  In economics, the course with the higher MDI had a lower mean 

fairness value.  In all of these course pairings, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the 
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correlation between the MDI and fairness, considering the strong correlations/confounding 

effects of the other predicting variables. 

The relationship between MDI and the three other variables in Table 3.12.1 were plotted in 

Figure 3.12.1 without reference to any pairing relationships.  In each case, a linear regression 

line35 shows a positive relationship between the variables, but none of these relationships were 

significant (p=.28 for fairness, .26 for representativeness, .09 for grade).  This lack of statistical 

significance is unsurprising considering the sample size of only 8 courses: MDI is a property of a 

test, whereas all of the other variables tested in this study are properties of students. 

Approximately 250 course offerings would be required to be reasonably confident about 

any relationships found between MDI and Fairness, controlling for Grade and 

Representativeness.  This is based on the rule of thumb outlined in Equation 3.12.1.  With fewer 

course offerings, using linear regression may be the lesser evil due to the smoothing that occurs 

when mean values of fairness and representativeness variables are calculated.  Linear regression 

requires a far smaller sample size, with as few as two samples per variable being reported in 

literature used for estimation of variable weightings (Austin & Steyerberg, 2015).  While the 

validity of this small sample size has been reported, it resulted in unstable results.  When linear 

regression was run on the values shown in Table 3.12, the resulting coefficients were 20-30 % 

different than using the student-level data.  As such, an estimation more like that reported by 

Green (Equation 3.12.2) is likely to be appropriate (Green, 1991).  Once the approximate effect 

 
35 Linear regression is already asking a lot of the 8 data points in each set – more general 

methods would have very few degrees of freedom. 
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size of MDI is known, a more precise estimation of minimum sample size could be estimated as 

described in (Bujang et al., 2017). 

 

𝑛 = 100 + 50𝑖 

Equation 3.12.1 – Rule of thumb for estimating the number of samples required for reliable 

results from multiple ordered logistic regression.  n represents the sample size, i represents the 

number of predictive variables. 

 

n = 50 + 8i 

Equation 3.12.2 – Rule of thumb for estimating the number of samples required for reliable 

results from multiple linear regression analysis.  n represents the sample size, i represents the 

number of predictive variables. 

 

         

Figure 3.12.1 – Relationships between Fairness ratings, Representativeness ratings, and assigned 

grade with MDI. 
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 The relationship between MDI and other variables studied in this work appeared 

consistently positive but were not statistically significant.  This was true for both pairwise and 

linear regression.  To study the effect of MDI on these other variables, many more courses must 

be measured.  This is not onerous: measuring MDI (and IRT parameters in general) requires no 

burden on the students, and only minimal burden on researchers.  Any course(s) that consistently 

polled students on midterm (or potentially even overall) fairness and kept raw test data (even 

anonymized) could retroactively do this analysis. 
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4. Conclusions  

4.1. Summary of Key Findings 

Through all the courses and offerings studied, students generally considered the midterms 

that they wrote to be fair.  While there was considerable variation, the plurality of students 

always considered their midterms to be either fair or completely fair on a four-point scale from 

completely unfair to completely fair.  The mean fairness rating (interpreting the scale as linear, 

from 0-3 with 3 being completely fair) ranged from 1.89 to 2.45, with significant variation within 

different offerings of the same course. 

Representativeness of the midterms with respect to the course material (including lessons, 

assignments, readings, etc.) was the best predictor of students’ perceptions of midterm fairness.  

Representativeness was the most important factor in 8 out of the 9 midterms studied (in the lone 

exception, there was not a significant difference between the effect of representativeness and that 

of assigned grade).  Among chemistry students, it had a standardized OR of 3.6 for its impact on 

fairness perceptions as calculated by multiple ordered logistic regression (3.3 including non-

chemistry courses). 

Representativeness was also the most-mentioned idea in the qualitative comments about 

fairness: between representativeness of the course material and the designated midterm 

information/practice material, it composed more than half of the sentiments expressed (70.4 % in 

the first chemistry offering, 62.3 % of those in the second). 
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Assigned midterm grades had the second greatest correlation with fairness ratings in 8 of 

the 9 midterms studied (in the one exception, its impact was indistinguishable from that of 

representativeness).  Among chemistry students, it had a standardized OR of 2.9 for its 

correlation with fairness perceptions (2.7 including non-chemistry courses).  One must use 

caution when interpreting the magnitude of this correlation because the direction of causality is 

convoluted: students are more likely to rate an exam as fair if they received a high grade (or, at 

least a grade in line with their expectations).  The opposite causal direction is also feasible: 

students are more likely to perform well on a midterm that is fair.  To deconvolute this would 

require deception or administrative error (Cho et al., 2015) and as such was not considered in this 

work. 

Perceptions of preparedness was an inconsistent predictor of fairness perceptions.  It was 

the only factor that showed a change in the direction of influence in some of the courses.  After 

controlling for representativeness, assigned grade, and challenge rating, students who were 

choosing between Unfair and Fair options were more likely to select the less fair option if they 

felt more prepared for their midterm.  This was also true for students selecting between 

Completely Unfair and Unfair.  For students selecting between the fairest options (Fair and 

Completely Fair), higher perceptions of preparedness generally correlated with higher 

perceptions of midterm fairness. 

Perceptions of midterm difficulty were also relatively poor predictors of fairness 

perceptions.  Less difficult midterms were considered to be fairer for all courses, though the 

significance of that correlation only persisted in 2 of the 8 courses studied after controlling for 

assigned midterm grades. 
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Test validity was measured using median discrimination indices calculated through 2-

parameter item response theory.  Pairwise comparisons showed that higher indices correlated 

with higher fairness ratings in four of the five possible cases.  These indices could not be 

included in the ordered logistic regression models because they are a statistic of the test, not of a 

student.  As such, far more tests would need to be considered in order to control for other 

variables in considering the effect of MDIs.  A minimum of 250 tests would be ideal to account 

for MDI, representativeness, and assigned grades using ordered logistic regression, though 

preliminary results using multiple linear regression may be feasible with as few as 74. 
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4.2. Recommendations 

Based on the entirety of the data and analysis of this work, a few recommendations to 

instructors can be made.  An obvious recommendation is to make the midterm representative of 

the course activities.  This includes not only the course material/content, but also the format.  

Grade weighting communicates the instructor’s priorities to students.  This should be consistent 

with the message that students get both implicitly (through spending more time on certain 

topics/evaluation methods) and explicitly (through explanation of why certain topics/evaluations 

are important).  This communication of expectations must be clear and exactly correct, especially 

in instances when there is an obvious narrative explaining deviations from the set expectations.  

For example, there were many negative comments about the presence of questions from a 

textbook that was described as optional that reported a conflict of interest: the instructor had 

written the book. 

A second recommendation is to meticulously edit questions (and answer choices) for 

clarity.  When questions or answer choices were unclear, students reacted strongly and 

negatively.  More surprisingly, when questions and answer choices were clear, many students 

commented positively on that attribute. 

Instructors should also explicitly manage expectations of the content and format of tests.  

This is especially true if the midterm is (for some reason) dissimilar to the previous tests, 

quizzes, practice, or assignments.  For example, if the midterm is the first time students are 

seeing multiple choice questions in your class, ensure that they know that this will be the case.  

Better, provide practice problems (previous midterms can work, when relevant) so students can 

become accustomed to this format.  This comes from a similar foundation as the previous 
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recommendation about wording clarity: students feel strongly negative toward about being 

evaluated on things tangential to the topics and formats that were communicated to be 

meaningful through the course.  The provision of practice is especially important when the 

coverage or format of a midterm has changed from a prior year(s).  This change should be 

communicated to students so that they do not (justifiably) develop incorrect expectations of the 

course based on previous offerings. 

Even with the best of intentions and preparation, sometimes a bad question will appear on 

a midterm.  If this happens, correction of the question should be swift, transparent, and final.  If 

this is discovered early in the test-taking process, it can be removed while students are writing 

the test.  If discovered late in the test (or after the tests have been submitted), it should be 

removed, and an announcement made about why.  Based on the data collected in this study, tests 

that had questions removed seemed to receive higher fairness ratings than ones that did not.   

This would be an interesting question to explore through a series of natural experiments (or 

potentially, a randomized control trial). 

 There is one caveat to the above recommendation: if there must be a decision between 

delaying an announcement of question removal versus making a swift announcement with a 

large probability of further revision, a delayed single announcement is preferable.  There were 

many negative comments about the changes in grades that were announced in stages.  In essence, 

one chance event communicates you care about fairness, more than one communicates 

negligence in test design. 
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